Washington University
In Saint Louis

One Hundred Twenty-First Commencement
May Twenty-First, Nineteen Hundred Eighty-Two
Eighty-Thirty Friday Morning
The National Anthem

O, say! Can you see, by the dawn's early light,
what so proudly we hail'd at the twilight's last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.

O, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave,
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.

J O S E P H D. M U R P H Y

This pencil drawing of Washington University's Brookings Hall, one of the Saint Louis community's most famous landmarks, is the work of Joseph D. Murphy. Mr. Murphy joined the faculty of Washington University's School of Architecture in 1935 and was a full-time member until 1952. During that period, he served from 1949 to 1952 as dean of the School of Architecture. He left academia to form the firm of Murphy and Mackey, Architects, with the late Eugene J. Mackey, a member of the University's School of Architecture faculty from 1941 to 1952. (Mr. Mackey subsequently served as a lecturer on hospital architecture for the graduate program in hospital administration, Washington University School of Medicine, from 1951 to 1968, when he died.) After losing his partner, Mr. Murphy, together with some of the younger members of the Murphy and Mackey organization, formed a new firm, Murphy, Downey, Wofford & Richman. Now retired as a practicing partner, Mr. Murphy resumed teaching part-time as an affiliate professor of architecture at the University in the spring of 1980. Earlier this year, he had a one-man exhibition of his watercolors, charcoal and pencil drawings at Saint Louis University's Cupples House Gallery.
A Brief History of Washington University

Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadrangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World’s Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was built to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original “Academic Gothic” architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.

A Note on the Commencement Ceremony

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern of degree granting developed at the University of Paris, which was founded about 1100.

In the early days of the University of Paris the discipline of the student, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop who conferred the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor, acting as executive officer of the Board. Today the Chancellor and the Board act, as did the medieval Bishop when, acting together, they grant accreditation upon the student’s completion of the Faculty’s requirements.
A Note on Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor's with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master's with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor's with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet; the hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university:

- White—Arts, Letters, Humanities
- Orange—Engineering
- Lilac—Dentistry
- Silver Beige—Business
- Dark Blue—Philosophy
- Brown—Fine Arts, Architecture, Interior Design
- Golden Yellow—Science
- Purple—Law
- Green—Medicine
- Pink—Music
- Citron—Social Work
- Light Blue—Education

Gold tassels and black tassels, when worn, indicate degree rather than faculty or major department. Thus gold indicates the Ph.D. degree and black indicates the Master's degree.

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.

Banners

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University's Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. They were designed by Louis Miksicek, a graduate of Washington University's Fine Arts School, in 1974, and custom-made by a St. Louis firm. You will note that the lower section of the banner is red and green, the University's colors, and that the upper section, which bears the seal of the University, is the color of the academic division.
Order of Exercises

Academic Procession

The Mighty Mississippi Concert Band
Directed By
Dan Presgrave
Director of Bands at
Washington University

The National Anthem

Robert Carter Barefield
College of Arts and Sciences, Class of 1982

Remarks

George H. Capps
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Commencement Address

Andrew Felton Brimmer
President, Brimmer and Company, Inc.
“The Erosion of Equity in American Society”

Conferral of Honorary Degrees

William Henry Danforth
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees

Musical Interlude

Student Address

Paul Alan Bohlmann
College of Arts and Sciences, Class of 1982

Conferral of Academic Degrees

Chancellor Danforth

The Chancellor’s Message to the 1982 Graduates

Alma Mater

Robert Carter Barefield

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremonies, the audience will remain seated until the procession has left the Quadrangle.
Order of Procession and Presentation

Grand Marshal .......................................................... Richard Warren Coles
Honorary Grand Marshal ............................................ Jarvis Thurston

Faculty Divisions
I Chancellor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Senate Council, Speakers, Honorary Degree Recipients, Members of the University Administration
Associate Grand Marshal ............................................. Joe Freeman Evans
II Members of the Board of Trustees
Associate Grand Marshal ............................................. Joe Freeman Evans
III Fiftieth Reunion Class
Marshall ................................................................. Harriet K. Switzer
IV Deans and Members of the Faculty
Marshall ................................................................. Merle Kling

Student Marshals
Divisional banners are being carried by the student marshals of each division who wear red and green tassels. Red and green denote the colors of Washington University. The seal on the banners is the official seal of the University and the color denotes the degree. (The academic color for each degree is identified below in italics.)

I Bachelor of Arts
White
Marshals ................................................................. William Edward Coday, Jr., James David Leibson, Clinton Leopold Lindo, Victoria Rose Masakowski, Jean Christine Pappas, David Henry Wendt

II Master of Arts
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Liberal Arts
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Arts in Writing
Master of Music
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Advanced Graduate Certificate in Education
White
Marshals ................................................................. Clarice M Doucette, Rebecca Lee Torstrick

III Doctor of Education
Doctor of Philosophy
Dark Blue
Marshals ................................................................. Roanne Kay Karzon, Mitchell G Scott

IV Certificates
Red and Green
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science in Speech and Hearing
Bachelor of Technology
Golden Yellow
Marshals ................................................................. Patricia Ann Goodman Garrison, Jeffrey Gene Gray
Master of Data Processing
Golden Yellow
Marshals ................................................................. Dale James Vecchio

V Certificates
Red and Green
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Production and Management
Bachelor of Technology
MARSHAL . . . . Wayne Edward Grewe
Bachelor of Science (Engineering)
Orange

MARSHALS . . . . Mark David Hammann, Shing-Ip Kong
Master of Science
Orange

MARSHAL . . . . Robert Kellar Israel
Doctor of Science
Orange

MARSHAL . . . . Luis A Lopez Latorre
VI Master of Architecture
Master of Architecture and Urban Design
Brown

MARSHAL . . . . Lynn Suzanne Grossman
VII Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Silver-Beige

MARSHAL . . . . Terese Marie Eckelkamp
Master of Business Administration
Silver-Beige

MARSHAL . . . . Jeffrey C Rogers
VIII Bachelor of Fine Arts
Brown

MARSHAL . . . . Timothy Sean Cosby
Master of Fine Arts
Brown

MARSHAL . . . . Laura D Griffith
IX Master of Social Work
Citron

MARSHALS . . . . Elizabeth Mary Doherty, Meenakshi Rao
X Master of Juridical Studies
Doctor of Law
Master of Laws
Purple

MARSHALS . . . . Jeffrey Elliot Fine, Stephen Calhoun Jones,
Robert Leland LeFeber
XI Doctor of Dental Medicine
Master of Science in Operative Dentistry
Master of Science in Orthodontics
Lilac

MARSHALS . . . . Kent Joseph Baugh, Laila Ahmad Saleh
XII Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy
Green

MARSHALS . . . . Linda Rose Knapp, Kendra Kay Smith
Master of Health Administration
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
Green

MARSHAL . . . . Judy G Meyer
Doctor of Medicine
Green

MARSHALS . . . . David Mark Hockenbery, Linda Marian Olson
The asterisk beside a student's name indicates combined degree recipient.
The recession will follow the same order as the procession.
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1981-82.

Richard Howard Brunell
Professor of Art
At Washington University since 1960

H. Richard Duhme, Jr.
Professor of Art
At Washington University since 1947

Dorothy Jung Echols
Professor of Earth and Planetary Sciences
At Washington University since 1951

Donald James Horsh
Associate Professor of Health Care Administration
At Washington University since 1954

Stanley Lang
Professor of Physiology and Biophysics
At Washington University since 1955

Sol Richard Silverman
Professor of Audiology in the School of Medicine and Professor of Audiology in the Department of Speech and Hearing in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
At Washington University since 1945

Jarvis Aydelotte Thurston
Professor of English
At Washington University since 1950
DOCTOR OF ARTS

WILLIAM HENRY MAULDIN, editorial cartoonist and author, is a member of the Chicago Sun Times staff whose work is syndicated in 250 national newspapers. A perceptive observer and gifted artist, he has earned international recognition for his cartoons, whose distinctive style distinguishes them as unmistakably "by Bill Mauldin." Trenchant, witty, sometimes poignant, and frequently satirical, they are an apt commentary on the lifestyle and values of this century which W. H. Auden has accurately described as "The Age of Anxiety." Mr. Mauldin sold his first cartoon only nine years after he was born on a farm in New Mexico, and he has been drawing ever since. During World War II, he created a pair of bedraggled, befuddled GIs, Willie and Joe, who were as famous in their day as the brash characters of this decade's movie and television series, M*A*S*H. Their foibles brought Bill Mauldin his first Pulitzer Prize in 1945. Mr. Mauldin received another Pulitzer Prize in 1959 for an unforgettable cartoon of the late Boris Pasternak, the celebrated Russian man-of-letters. He was a member of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch staff at that time, having been employed there as an editorial cartoonist from 1958 to 1962. The National Cartoonist Society cited Mr. Mauldin in 1959 for the best editorial cartoon of that year, and conferred the Reuben, its top award of 1962, on him. He has been honored frequently, also, by Sigma Delta Chi, the Society of Professional Journalists, which elected him and Walter Cronkite, Fellows in 1970. The author of thirteen books, Bill Mauldin's Up Front was on the national nonfiction best seller list for two years. Although he never finished high school, Mr. Mauldin has received six honorary degrees, and was invited to conduct seminars at Yale University in 1974 and 1975.

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

PAUL OSKAR KRISTELLER, scholar and educator, is Frederick J. E. Woodbridge Professor Emeritus of Philosophy at Columbia University. A man of prodigious learning, he is revered throughout the scholarly world for the extraordinary breadth of his intellect. On the publication of his Renaissance Thought and Its Sources in 1979, the Times Literary Supplement observed: "Paul Oskar Kristeller is responsible for establishing Renaissance philosophy as a particular field of enquiry... one can say without fear of contradiction that the influence exerted by Kristeller on the philosophico-intellectual side of Renaissance studies has been greater than any of his contemporaries." He has been publishing for over fifty years. Born in Berlin, he earned doctorates at the Universities of Heidelberg (1928) and Pisa (1937). Forced by Nazi persecution to flee from Germany and Italy, he came to the United States in 1939. After a brief stay at Yale University, he moved to Columbia University where he has taught throughout his American career. It is remarkable that after his seventieth birthday, "P.O.K.," as he is known to his fellow scholars, received four collections of essays written in his honor. One of these includes a biography, a record of his awards and honorary degrees, a bibliography of his more than two hundred publications (to 1974), and a felicitous tribute by another of Columbia University's great historians of philosophy, John Herman Randall, Jr. Randall wrote: "He is a living witness to the creative fruits when the best German and the best American thought and scholarship find happy and fruitful union."
ANDREW FELTON BRIMMER, economist, educator and administrator, is president of Brimmer & Company, Incorporated, Washington, D.C., economic and financial consultants, which he founded in July 1976. Since beginning his career as an economist with the Wage Stabilization Board, Seattle, Washington in 1952, he has held various important positions in the public and private sectors as well as in academia. Appointed to the board of governors of the Federal Reserve System by President Lyndon B. Johnson in 1966, he resigned after eight and one-half years to serve for almost two years as Thomas Henry Carroll Visiting Professor at the Harvard University Graduate School of Business. While there, he recommended measures to President Gerald R. Ford which resulted in federal legislation that helped to end a severe recession. Currently, Dr. Brimmer is public governor and vice-chairman of the Commodity Exchange, Incorporated, New York City; director of two banks and four firms; senior advisor to two corporations; and consultant to four organizations. Having served in the United States Army from May 1945 to November 1946 (achieving the rank of acting first sergeant), he earned the Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degrees from the University of Washington in 1950 and 1951, respectively. Dr. Brimmer was a Fulbright Fellow in India at the Universities of Delhi and Bombay, and earned the doctoral degree in economics at Harvard University in 1957. He has achieved widespread recognition for his publications and accomplishments and was named Alumnus Summa Laude Dignatus for 1972 by the University of Washington Alumni Association. Dr. Brimmer is the recipient of sixteen honorary degrees.

MORTON DAVID MAY, business executive, civic leader, philanthropist, and patron of the arts, recently retired after forty-one years as a member of the board of directors of The May Department Stores Company. Having served successively as vice-president, president, chief executive officer and chairman of its board, he will become a director emeritus in June. Mr. May’s name is synonymous with the sustenance and enrichment of the quality of life in our society, and this commitment has led to his support of a variety of organizations dedicated to this cause. In recognition of his service, he received the 1959 St. Louis Globe-Democrat “Man of the Year” Award, the Levee Stone Award in 1974 from Downtown St. Louis Incorporated, and The Distinguished Service to the Arts Award from The Saint Louis Conservatory and Schools for the Arts (CASA) last year. A faithful and dedicated benefactor of Washington University, he became a member of its board of trustees in 1958, and a life trustee in 1975. Mr. May was president of Washington University’s William Greenleaf Eliot Society for eleven years, and received its prestigious award in 1976 “for his close and warm involvement with this institution.” More recently, he was a member of the Architecture, Fine Arts, Gallery of Art Task Force of the Commission on the Future of Washington University. A talented painter, he is also an accomplished photographer who has had major exhibitions here and elsewhere. Mr. May is also an avid art collector who was honored by the Federal Republic of Germany for exhibiting his vast collection of German Expressionist paintings throughout the world. He earned the Bachelor of Arts degree from Dartmouth College in 1936, and, after serving with the United States Navy during World War II, was discharged with the rank of lieutenant commander. He is the recipient of three honorary degrees.
DOCTOR OF LAWS

ARJAY MILLER, educator and business advisor, is dean emeritus of the Stanford University Graduate School of Business and a former president of one of this nation's giant motor companies. While serving from 1943 to 1946 in the United States of America Air Forces (USAAF), he was promoted from private to captain. Mr. Miller began his twenty-three years with the Ford Motor Company in 1946, and was president of this firm from 1963 to 1968. Subsequently, he spent ten years as dean and professor of management of the Stanford University Graduate School of Business. Mr. Miller serves on the boards of directors of eight firms, and is a trustee of numerous organizations, including the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Brookings Institution. He is a councillor of The Conference Board, a member of the Trilateral Commission and of The Economic Policy Council of the United Nations Association. Last month, he delivered The Fifth Annual David R. Calhoun, Jr. Memorial Lecture at this University. He received the Alumnus of the Year Award from the University of California, Los Angeles, in 1964 which also gave him an honorary degree. In 1968, he was presented with both the Distinguished Nebraskan and the B'nai Brith National Industry Leader awards. Mr. Miller earned the Bachelor of Science degree with highest honors from the University of California, Los Angeles, in 1937, and was a graduate student and teaching fellow at the University of California, Berkeley, for three years. He also holds honorary degrees from the University of Nebraska, Whitman College and Ripon College.

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

GODFREY NEWBOLD HOUNSFIELD, British scientist, inventor and Nobel laureate, is Commander of the (order of) the British Empire (CBE) and a Fellow of the Royal Society (FRS). Following World War II service in the Royal Air Force (RAF), he earned a diploma from Faraday House Electrical Engineering College, London, in 1951 and joined EMI Limited where he has been senior staff scientist, Central Research Laboratories, since 1977. Sir Godfrey Hounsfield was awarded the Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine in 1979 for inventing the EMI-scanner computed tomography (CT) system. It revolutionized the practice of radiology by producing a detailed x-ray picture of a selected section of the brain and later the body. He shared the Nobel Prize with Allan Cormack of this country, who, during the sixties, did fundamental work in this field. Evaluating this research, Ronald G. Evens, M.D., Elizabeth E. Mallinckrodt Professor of Radiology, and director, The Edward Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology, Washington University School of Medicine, which pioneered in clinical applications of this "hardware," has stressed in a book he will publish soon "that a combination of an inventive scientist (Sir Godfrey Hounsfield) and a technology-oriented corporation (EMI Limited) without the biases of standard radiology, was necessary for CT development." Sir Godfrey Hounsfield continues to work on research concerned with advancing CT technology and is also focusing his attention on related fields of diagnostic imaging, such as nuclear magnetic resonance. For his genius as the originator of CT imaging, Sir Godfrey Hounsfield has been internationally lauded with a plethora of other awards, prizes and honorary degrees.
LEE HUNTER, executive and inventor, is chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Hunter Engineering Company, Bridgeton, Missouri. A native St. Louisan, he began his career as a draftsman-designer for the Herman Body Company in 1935, and a year later founded Lee Hunter, Jr. Manufacturing Company. He was president of the Hunter-Hartman Corporation from 1937 to 1942. During World War II, he served with the United States Army and was discharged with the rank of first lieutenant. He served as president of Hunter Engineering Company from 1947 to 1955, when he assumed his present title. Mr. Hunter holds a number of American and foreign patents. He is the inventor of balancing and alignment equipment used by some of the world's largest automotive manufacturers, and recently introduced revolutionary computerized microprocessing systems to the domestic and international marketplace. The Hunter Engineering Company supplies all of the major United States oil and tire companies and mass merchandisers, as well as foreign distributors in over sixty countries. Mr. Hunter is an advisory director of St. Louis County National Bank and County National Bancorporation, and is a member of the boards of directors of Junior Achievement and the West County YMCA. Since 1977, he has been Honorary Consul of Belgium in St. Louis, and is a member of the Saint Louis Consular Corps. Mr. Hunter is a trustee of Westminster College, which he attended, and received its Alumni Achievement Award in 1972. He also studied at Washington University and recently served as a member of the School of Engineering Task Force of the Commission on the Future of Washington University.

RITA LEVI-MONTALCINI, scientist, educator and scholar, is professor emeritus of biology at Washington University and former director of the Laboratory of Cell Biology in Rome. A distinguished neurobiologist, she is the co-discoverer of a protein particle which produces dramatic growth in sympathetic nerve cells. Known as the nerve growth factor, or NGF, it has opened up new areas of research throughout the world. Dr. Levi-Montalcini arrived at Washington University in October 1947 and was an active member of its faculty until 1977 when she was granted emeritus status. Between 1963 and 1977 she divided her time between this campus and Rome. She served from 1969 to 1979 as director of the Laboratory of Cell Biology in the Eternal City, and now resides permanently in her native country, Italy, where she continues to pursue her research. Dr. Levi-Montalcini was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in this country in 1968, and in 1974, she became the first woman to be installed in the Pontifical Scientific Academy in ceremonies at Vatican City. She is the recipient of numerous honors including the National United Cerebral Palsy Association's Max Weinstein Award; the Claude Bernard Medal of the University of Montreal; election to the Harvey Society of New York City; the International Feltrinelli Award; the William Thomson Wakeman Award, which she shared with the co-discoverer of NGF, Professor Stanley Cohen (now of Vanderbilt University); election to the Academia Nazionale Deli Lincei; the International St. Vincent Prize for Medical Science; and the Lewis S. Rosenstiel Medallion from Brandeis University, which she shared with Dr. Cohen and Professor Gordon H. Sato of the University of California, San Diego. Dr. Levi-Montalcini earned the medical degree at the University of Turin in 1936, where she pursued post-graduate studies in neurology and psychiatry. She has been awarded three honorary degrees.
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
LINDA BRADLEY SALAMON, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

May 21, 1982

summa cum laude

Timothy Duane Andrews
Robert Carter Barefield
Morris William Barzilai
Paul Alan Bohlmann
Teresa Marie Breiner
Judy Wing-Shuen Choi
John J Chung
Mark Alan Edelman
Bernard R Foy
Bennett David Frank
Eileen Cheryl Gilford
Michael Kenneth Gornet
Martin George Greenwell
James Michael Grichnik

Gordon Irwin Groh
James Lowell Helman
Jeffrey Brian Judd
Kevin Patrick Keating
Eric Martin Larson
Preston Neil Lurie
Patrick William McLear
Paul Allen Miller
David Frank Milner
Karl Frederick Narveson
Ellen Marie Pint
Forbes Dennison Porter
Mark Steven Rzchowski
Lawrence Dean Talbott

magna cum laude

Richard Botter Arenas
Craig Todd Basson
Cheryl Marie Boettcher
Lisa Barrie Bogdan
Winifred Sue Crumrine
Rebecca Fay Davis
Lori Beth Feldman
Judith Anne Ford
Fredric Jay Gross
Rachel Freda Haft
Martha Christie Hall
Adam Ira Hauser
Gordon Duane Holt
Dale Scott Horne

Katherine Eloise Lane
Victoria Rose Masakowski
Kaye Marie McIntyre
Michael Wayne Moores
Jean Christine Pappas
Russell Lang Rosenberg
Michael Bruce Schulman
Paula Marie Sell
Rachel Hui-Chung Shu
Thomas Michael Spine
Susan Felice Stein
William Cuyler Sullivan, Jr.
Edward Bennett Trinin
Arthur Jensen Weaver
Gilbert Warren Webb

cum laude

Peter Louis Albrecht
Jon Edmund Block
Douglas M Brugge
David R Buckley
Kelley Ray Carroll
Emma Josephine Dankoski
Neal Edward Downing
Kathleen Ann English

Laura N Fencl
Fredric David Firestone
Brant Douglas Gordon
Robert Colby Haldiman
Alexander John Hartray
Daniel Raymond Jacobson
Elizabeth Emily Jones
Sandra Lucille Duggan
Anil Kumar Dutt
Jane Ellen Eigner
Maryam Dorreh Ekhtiar
Karim G El-Ghazzawy
Richard Leo English
Nancy E Epstein
Andrea Cowles Eschweiler
Kathleen Thelma Fenner
Ilene Susan Fine
John T Fischer II
Deborah S Fisher
Lee Scott Fleischer
Cait Laura Flynn
Joan Beth Foley
Matthew Wade Freeby
Rachel Jean Friedlander
Timothy James Friedlein
Ellen Claire Friedman
Stewart Martin Friedman
Melissa Charisse Frischling
Jeffery Lynn Fulford
Kathy Jane Garber
Leon Garner III
Deni Ann Catherine Gereighty
Matthew S Getz
Shirley Elaine Gieser
Laurie Rose Gilden
Lisa Ann Gilden
Margaret Blythe Gillespie
Hollis Fern Glaser
Anne Loretta Glasgow
Elizabeth Mary Glasgow
Donna Sue Glick
Jennifer Lee Goldberg
Lisa Ann Goldberg
Michael Paul Goldfinger
Judy-Anne Kahn Goldman
Jane M Goldsmith
Jessica Marla Goldstein
James B Goodman
Edward Charles Gordon
Laurence Frank Gordon
Vicky Lynn Grawe
Theresa Ann Grebe
Marlyn Elaine Green
Arthur Michael Greenberg
Laurence Jay Greenberg
Robert Daniel Greene
Patricia A Griffin
Robert F Griffin
Gordon Gregory Griffo
Benjamin Gulli

Jennifer Ann Hagadorn-Freathy
Valerie Elizabeth Hake
Thomas J Harrigan, Jr.
Timothy Scott Hart
Tamara Lynn Hartline
Thomas Kirk Hellweg
Greta Terese Henglein
Ian Andrew Herbert
Sandra Carol Herrmann
Peter William Herzog III
Liane Edith Hetherington
Merrie Ann Hevrdejs
Janis Renko Hirohama
Owen E Hitchins
San San Hla
John Michael Hobensack
Rasheda Lawier Hodges
Donald Lee Hoffman
Linda Catherine Holekamp
Lawrence Topliss Holyoke
Risa Honig
Todd Alexander Horwitz
Debra Jean Hutchins
Susan Shippen Irving
Ruth Isaac
Lori Lynn Isom
Ubong Edet Ituen
Thomas Richard James
Susan Livingston Jeffers
Vanessa Lee Jetters
Cheryl LaVerne Johnson
Gerald S Johnson, Jr.
Karla Yvonne Johnson
Keith Edward Johnson
Mary Elizabeth Johnston
Patricia Ann Johnston
Amy Cecile Jordan
Elizabeth Jane Jung
David Brian Kaczmarek
Mark Kinsley Kalinoski
Jason S Kamil
Bluma Karpman
Linda Sue Karter
Mark Elliot Kastan
Cathy S Katz
Jeffrey Howard Katz
Eric Scott Kaylor
Seema Khinduka
Marjorie Lee Kim
David Wilson Kingsbury
John Anthony Kirwan
Tammy Elaine Klaproth
Carrie Olene Wilson  
†Martin H Wolk  
†Robert Keith Wolverine  
†Robert Louis Woodley  
Francis Ming Hsi Wu  
Rosalind Andrea Yale  
Deborah Jean Yersky  
Kiro John Yun  
†Brian S Zachariah  
Diane Zakem  
†Frederick Bruce Zalzman  
DeWitt Philo Zuse III  
Michael G Zwirn  

December 23, 1981  
summa cum laude  

Keith Michael Ratcliff  

magna cum laude  

Anthony Scott Hagadorn-Freathy  
John Christopher Kraemer  
Warren William Rose  
Eugene Anthony Swift, Jr.  

cum laude  

Michael David Coble  
Gabriela Barbara Schwarz  
Elizabeth Westfall Sale  

December 23, 1981  

Debra Lisa Aaronson  
Walter Vincent Allen  
Walter Tice Armbrust  
†Sharon Christine Bangert  
Elizabeth A Blair  
*Thomas Paul Borgman  
David Mark Borne  
Linda Marie Borochoff  
Jeanné Veronica Bradford  
†Eve Frances Bradley  
†Charles Athan Brooks  
Emily G Buckhaunon  
Ari Aaron Budnick  
Melanie Cornelius  
Brian Curtiss  
Daniel Philip D’Acosta  
Francis Ginzi Duhaylongsod  
Robin Sue Eliasberg  
Michael Anthony Farr  
†Olga Maria Lorenzo Fernley  
†Susan N Flick  
Lisa René Frank  
Robin Gaye Friedland  
Cheryl Marlene Galusha  
Nancy Karen Gardner  
†Jonathan W Green  
Rashidul Haq  
†Ellen Gay Harris  
†Bert S Hodous  
Paul Kevin Hoffman  
John Joseph Holik  
John Jay Hunt  
Russell Clayton Jones, Jr.  
William Reed Kelce  
†Dara Ellen Kindler  
Roland Walter Klose  
Matthew John Klosterman  
Paul Craig Larson  
Albert Kweku Lawoe  
Patti R Levin  
José Manuel Mandry  
†Andrew Bennett Mensch  
Kathryn Elizabet Mueller  
†Jill Nagel  
Robert Neubauer  
Arthur Jay Pergament  
†Wendy Jane Perlman  
Demetrios Vlasios Politis  
Clark Alfred Powers  
†Ann Younguhn Rhee  
†Saralee Rosenson  
Michael Robinson Russell  
Barbara Jean Schenk  
Debra Lee Schindler  
Matthew Daniel Schneider  
Susan J Schofield  
Louis Bert Schump  
†Beth Ann Shashek  
James William Shine  
†Jill Leanne Smith  
Jonah Harris Spivak  
Sean Kennan Sullivan  

16
†Sherry Robin Tessler
Wisdom A Tse
Kathleen Marie Vetter
†Timothy Edward Vierling

Robbin Jane Vogel
†Stephanie Ann Wehrman
†Charles Perry Willett

August 14, 1981

magna cum laude

Lynn R Siegler

August 14, 1981

†Irene Aguilar
Michael Victor Amick
Andrew Mansoor Amir-Fazli
Lori Ellen Arbital
Sheri Beth Arbital
Dornora Lynn Bass
Hector Benavides
Robert Eugene Cannon
Moises Angel Castro, Jr.
†Jeffrey Alan Cohen
Lawrence Landfield Cohn
†James J Connell
Nancy J Cover
James Gordon Cushman
John W Dalzell III
Hector Dávila
Ronald Lee Edelman
Tracy Todd Enloe
Jacob D Felt
Natalie Marie Fraser
James Joseph Freschi
Charlene M Fuhrman-Schulz
Joseph P Gaffigan
†Julia Marie Gibson
†Kathryn Linn Goldstein
Reneé Claire Goodman
Deborah Ann Grant
†Thomas Jeffrey Grossman
Alden Barker Hall, Jr.
Sheryl Ann Hogg
†Karen Kay Holt
Kathryn G Hudgins
Akiko Iruya

†Reed Vann Johnson
Michael Patrick Kavanaugh
†Ellen Marie Kerr
Jeffrey Luis King
Karen Lynn Kramer
Susan Ann Kurland
Bradley Michael Lake
Michael Jon Lipman
†Scott Andrew Lundius
Terri Kay Martin
Lori Ann McClenton
†Michael Jay Miller
†Stacy Weintrop Neuman
†Peggy S Nicholson
†Jack Louis Norman
Willie Lee Oats, Jr.
Jack Edward Oglander
Mary Catherine Pelini
Diane Lin Pien
David Bruce Pliskin
Marsha Ann Ponzar
Marcelo Miguel Puiggari
Elizabeth Anne Reeves
Sandra V Reynolds
Debra L Rosenzweig
Eric Hanan Steinberg
Marc Bruce Sternberg
Mark Sutcliffe
Anne Cleester Taylor
Arthur E Vanterpool
Vinson Williams
Douglas Reid Wrisley

† Indicates College Honors
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
EDWARD NATHAN WILSON, Ph.D., Acting Associate Dean

MASTER OF ARTS

May 21, 1982

In Anthropology
Jeffrey Kevin McKee
Catherine Marie Wright
Teresa Jean Zorunski

In Asian Studies
Donine Marie Willis

In Chemistry
Michael T Barbush
Noralynn Jo Caduff
Young Je Joo
Dong Ho Kim
William Maher Nelson
Marcy Allen North
Carleton Drew Tait

In Comparative Literature
Clarice M Doucette
Matthew Hamilton Furfine
Keiko Ikutame

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
*Henri Joseph Roca III
John William Strebeck

In Economics
Sheryl Robin Brown
Daniel Clark
Kathleen Nickrent Gillespie
Alvin Tsong-Lin Hsieh
*Robert Springer Kallen
Michael Curtis Munger

Gregory Robert Niehaus
Kathleen Alee Rehbein
Gary Richard Thayer
Kimberly Gayle Walker
Eva Chung-Chiung Yen

In Education
Delores Jean Reinert

In English and American Literature
Katherine Barker Ashworth
Lydia Ann Long Baer
Gail M Dibernardo-Hanson
Sara Pepper Epstein
Joy Ezra
*Diana Katherine Marre
David Engle Martin
Alagasuvendrini Kanagasabai Perera
Anne Sterling Tearse

In French
Thomas Patrick Radigan

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Walther Franz Glogauer
Magdalene Emma Dorothee Mueller
Imogen Cordula Reisner
Cynthia Susan Rogers
Karen R Thompson

In Linguistics
Jody L Doran
In Mathematics
Cassandra Lee Cox
Fernando Soria

In Philosophy
Scott Edward Bodfish
John Michael Palmer
Anne Schulherr
Sheila Elizabeth Williams

In Physics
Earl Daniel Blodgett
Brian John Carrigan
David Hugh Chambers
Jun-Wen Chen
Bryan Sutherland Coughlan

In Mathematics
Peter Paul Domitrovich
Michael Scott Hughes
Timothy Philip Krisher
Kevin Daniel McKeegan
Gregory Alan Mohr

In Political Science
Catherine India Gurganus

In Psychology
Khalil Ibrinsem Hassan
Miriam Joyce Taylor

In Urban Administration
Howard Lawrence Plost
Karen Leslie Salm

In Anthropology
Adria Jean LaViolette

In Biological Sciences
Patricia Ann Johnson

In Chemistry
Krystyna W Semkow

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Sandra Jo Michel
Paul James Viscio

In Economics
John C Jarosz
Mark Thomas Simons

In French
Emily Riddle Guignon

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Charles E Elftmann

In Linguistics
Ulla-Britt Marianne Mattsson

In Mathematics
Mary Sargent Coles

In Philosophy
Kathleen Louise Rowe

In Political Science
John Barnes
Erwin Max Schmitt

In Psychology
T Andrew Finn
Alfonso Joseph Fressola
Elizabeth Frey Grodsky
Michael Clifford Rigden
Jeffrey Lewis Sugerman

In Sociology
William L De Reza
Rosario Rafaelina Espinal

In Urban Administration
Mary Margaret Simkovsky
Peter Richard Welbrock

December 23, 1981

In Art and Archaeology
Marie Louise Kane

In Asian Studies
David Wade Blaylock

In Anthropology
Adria Jean LaViolette

In Biological Sciences
Patricia Ann Johnson

In Chemistry
Krystyna W Semkow

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Sandra Jo Michel
Paul James Viscio

In Economics
John C Jarosz
Mark Thomas Simons

In French
Emily Riddle Guignon

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Charles E Elftmann

In Linguistics
Ulla-Britt Marianne Mattsson

In Mathematics
Mary Sargent Coles

In Philosophy
Kathleen Louise Rowe

In Political Science
John Barnes
Erwin Max Schmitt

In Psychology
T Andrew Finn
Alfonso Joseph Fressola
Elizabeth Frey Grodsky
Michael Clifford Rigden
Jeffrey Lewis Sugerman

In Sociology
William L De Reza
Rosario Rafaelina Espinal

In Urban Administration
Mary Margaret Simkovsky
Peter Richard Welbrock

August 14, 1981

In Art and Archaeology
Marie Louise Kane

In Asian Studies
David Wade Blaylock

In Anthropology
Adria Jean LaViolette

In Biological Sciences
Patricia Ann Johnson

In Chemistry
Krystyna W Semkow

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Sandra Jo Michel
Paul James Viscio

In Economics
John C Jarosz
Mark Thomas Simons

In French
Emily Riddle Guignon

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Charles E Elftmann

In Linguistics
Ulla-Britt Marianne Mattsson

In Mathematics
Mary Sargent Coles

In Philosophy
Kathleen Louise Rowe

In Political Science
John Barnes
Erwin Max Schmitt

In Psychology
T Andrew Finn
Alfonso Joseph Fressola
Elizabeth Frey Grodsky
Michael Clifford Rigden
Jeffrey Lewis Sugerman

In Sociology
William L De Reza
Rosario Rafaelina Espinal

In Urban Administration
Mary Margaret Simkovsky
Peter Richard Welbrock

August 14, 1981
In Biological Sciences
Patricia Ann Kupferer
Ronald Ross Townsend
James S Tuan

In Chemistry
John Yung-Wen Lu
Larry Robinson

In Communication Sciences
Nancy L Dunlop

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Deborah Ann Decker
Gerald Michael Ragan

In Economics
Shwu-Meei Yang

In Education
Dale Frances Lipman
Helen Terpstra

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Margarete Luise Hüttnner

In History
Douglas Wayne Blum

In Literature and History
William Edward Klein

In Mathematics
Alfredo Oscar Brega
Oscar Antonio Sarmiento

In Music
Michael Vernon Ludwig

In Philosophy
Theodore Gerald Ammon

In Physics
Steven Raymond Parker

In Political Science
Robert David McDonald

In Psychology
Paul C Berman
Verlon Reneé Cavin
Brenda Faye Culp
Flint Woodruff Fowler
Arinda Louise Jones
Beatrice Dorothy Lawrence
Shirley Bradley LeFlore
Linda L O'Brien
Karen DeNeen Owens
Sheila Julita Triplett
Millercin Fields Weeks

In Sociology
Arno Carol Dudziak
Melissa Artemis Howden

In Statistics
Stephanie Ann Hoover

In Technology and Human Affairs
John Paisley Dargan
Nicholas Arthur Di Pasquale
Gloria Ellen Helfand
Michael Orlando Williams

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

May 21, 1982

Vicky Lynn Adams
Seham Abdul Wahab Al-Rikabi
Nancy Jo Anthony
Wanda L Buhr
Caryn S Cheyfitz
*Jane Frances Conley
Joyce Elaine Conway
Laura R Edelstein
Elizabeth Jeanette Faust
Monica Irene Fleck
Judy Ann Frye
Nora Ximena Gomez-Ebner
Edna Ann Hardin
*Jeffrey Joseph Hauser
Becky J Heil
Anacia C Henleben
Marsha Lee Johnson

Marcia Debra Kimelman
Joan Vogler Kniest
Brenda Elaine Koonce
*Deborah Ruth Meyerson
*Frank Richard Milko
Nancy Jean Mullins
Langdon Grant Nauert
Deborah Wolcott Opdycke
Anthony Jude Pacione
Rosa Lea Barone Pounders
*Joyce Frances Rabson
Mary Jane Regan
Maritza Josefina Salazar
*Janet Lynn Salk
*Elaine Shakerdge
Jennifer Diane Snider
Cynthia J Teal
Barbara Nelson Wagner

Heather Hughes Howe
Jan Aulana Humphrey
Patricia Ann Johnson
Rebecca Winkler Kostedt
David Earl Markowitz
Jacqueline Zacarie Pastis
Norris Glenn Pearson

*Kevin Gerard Walsh
Gina Louisa Zarinelli

December 23, 1981

Heather Hughes Howe
Jan Aulana Humphrey
Patricia Ann Johnson
Rebecca Winkler Kostedt
David Earl Markowitz
Jacqueline Zacarie Pastis
Norris Glenn Pearson

Judith Eleanor Peters
Marilyn Jean Phillips
Dave Benjamin Racowsky
Sheri Kuhn Shapiro
Rebecca Lee Torstrick
Linda Rae Williams

August 14, 1981

Arlene Cassandra Antognoli
Anne Nestor Blind
Denise Ardien Bondy
*Michele Bowen-Spencer
Nancy Adams Chow
Sharon Hayes Corcoran
Linda Williams Cuba
Diana Carol Cunningham
Marnell Dickson
Marianne Ehrlich
Judith Ann Engel
*Rani Ewen
Sharon Johnson Ezell
Richard Joseph Falkler
Janice A Frueh
Beverly Elaine Hall
Mary Hamilton
Susan D Housemann
Marsha Diane Howard
Bonnie Foster Hutchison
Anita Marie Kaufmann
Charyl Ayn Kayner

Carole Randall Krummenacher
James Leslie Lange
Diana Faye Langley
Patrick David Lee
Susan Rogge Magee
Mary Ellen Mongan
Patricia A Moore
Alberta President Napper
Willa Jean Oswalt
Nancy Anne Ponce
Sara Eileen Powers
Barbara Ann Preis
Drusilla Ann Rademacher
Dorothy J Reed
Martha E Renner
Janice Jean Scherzer
Sarah Frances Shall
Erica Kathryn Sprehe
Betty Jeanne Summa
Patricia Faraci Welch
Loretta Huber Willis

MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS

December 23, 1981

Mary Bernice McCready

August 14, 1981

Jeanne F Eichhorn

Anene Marie Tressler-Hauschultz

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

May 21, 1982

Patricia Marie McEwen
August 14, 1981

Amy Drew Paddor

MASTER OF ARTS IN WRITING

May 21, 1982

David W Clewell
Scarlett Lynn David

*Diana Katherine Marre
Luke Whisnant

MASTER OF MUSIC

May 21, 1982

Peggy Parkinson Cantrell
Donna McNeil Cox

Denise Ann Smith

December 23, 1981

James Roland Harris

Maureen Ellen O'Day

August 14, 1981

Renato Butturi
David A Cornell

Lynn Jaye Hizer

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING

May 21, 1982

Carol Starr Bayersdorfer
Hope Ann Cordonier-Stewart
Ann Elizabeth Deatherage
Lorraine Anne Delhorne
Regina Lynne Lloyd

Pamela Lynn Mortensen
Stephanie Ann Newland
Jacob Japane Mohale Semela
Janet Marie Solecki

ADVANCED GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION

May 21, 1982

Abby Althshuler Gross

August 14, 1981

William Robert Bernardy

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

May 21, 1982

Linda Boyer Johnson
Michael Benjamin Roberts

Rita Roth
Douglas Edward Schoen
August 14, 1981

Aurelia Winifred Hartenberger

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

May 21, 1982

In Anthropology
Constance Pennacchio de Roche
Stephen Phillip Easley
Steven Herbert Jones
Jonathan Dwight Kent
Elizabeth Jo Skinner

In Art and Archaeology
Sherrye Baker Cohn

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Kathleen Janée Green
Barbara Louise Hempstead
Mark Charles Udey
Ronald Edward Worthington

In Biological Sciences (Evolutionary Biology and Ecology)
Ching-I Peng

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Gerda E Breitwieser
Therese Georgiana Brendler
Ronald Lyne Gibson, Jr.
George Chung Yun Jen
William Harrison Kane
Russell Martin Lebovitz
Sandra Katz Lemmon
Michael Andrew Tigges
Ruth Welti

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Stewart H C Hendry
Marc Hudson Schieber

In Business Administration
Amy Hing-Ling Lau
Morton P K Pincus

In Chemistry
Richard Warren Gross
Eric Ching-Lin Ma
Stephen Michael Moerlein
Dwight Martin Triegaardt

In Chinese and Comparative Literature
Yun Phin Lee

In Communication Sciences
Charles Craig Formby
Roanne Kay Karzon

In Comparative Literature
Nancy Patricia Pope

In Economics
Donald M Brown
Benjamin Eisner

In Education
Florida M Bosley
James William Dorman
Henry D Shannon
Patrick Michael Sobota
Allen Joseph Tamaren
Bertha Robinson Winingham

In English and American Literature
Bertrice Crowe Bartlett
Dorothy Kurre Dwyer

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Carole Mae Duebbert
In History
Shirley Jean Carlson
Vicki Lynn Eaklor

In Mathematics
Ellen Schmitz Livingston
Kichoon Yang

In Music
Bruce Ray Carvell
Bonny Ellen Hough
Jon Michael Spencer

In Philosophy
Paul Chi Lung Tang

In Physics
Kevin Hays Baines
James M Borgwald
James Hewitt Crane

December 23, 1981

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Jacqueline Diane Fetherston
John William Straus
Brian Wolff Wattenberg

In Biological Sciences (Evolutionary Biology and Ecology)
Warren Lambert Wagner

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Carol Ann Egner
John David Roberts

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Beth B Friedman
Francis Andrew Mithen

In Business Administration
Daniel Thomas Walz

In Chemistry
Kwanghyun No

In Comparative Literature
Carl James Hoffman

In Education
Kristina Mary Bamvakais
Suzanne G Busch

In Political Science
James Curtis Smith

In Psychology
Vincent Frank Caimano
Daniel Joseph Darnell
Mark Trevelyan Grey
Randi S Joffe
Betty George Kirkley
Susan Rand Randich

In Social Work
Deborah Ann Evans
Terri Combs Orme

In English and American Literature
Michael E Castro

In Hispanic Languages and Literature
Josaphat B Kubayanda

In Mathematics
Eugenio Hernandez

In Music
John Haddow

In Physics
Thomas A Shoup

In Political Science
Courtney Brown

In Psychology
Michael Gruenthal
Deborah Ann Stahl
P Victoria Weisz

In Social Work
Elizabeth Arlene Grant
Elliston Rahming

In Sociology
Betty Briggs Washington
In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Howard David Fischer

In Biological Sciences (Evolutionary Biology and Ecology)
Scott Matthew Williams

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
James Richard Bartles
George Michael Brenkle
Beverly Marie Emerson
Michael Jay Cast
David Charles Johnson
Louise Elizabeth Leduc
Daniel Max Raben

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Chisato Asanuma
Stewart Allen Bloomfield
James Travis Buchanan
Marla B Luskin

In Chemistry
Yue-Shen Chen
Lih-Ching Chu
Jong Pyng Hsu

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Susan Lynn Bragg

In Economics
Frederick Edward Flick
Kenneth Matthew Lehn
Joseph Alexander McKenzie
Joon Ho Suh

In Education
John Joseph Prunty

In English and American Literature
Gerard William Shepherd

In History
Harold Alexander Ellis
Randolph Spencer Petralia
Margo Fraizer Todd

In Mathematics
Steven Herman Bloom
Robert Mark Kline

In Music
John Simon Bollinger II
Cynthia Jean Sajnovsky

In Organizational Behavior
Gregg Eckman Johnson

In Physics
George Bryant Hudson
George Mozurkewich, Jr.
Boris Paul Venet

In Psychology
Patricia M Chambers
Andrew Charles Coyne
Irwin Bruce Frumkin
William Nathaniel Robiner
Christine Marie Steerman

In Social Work
Joy Camille Todd Claymon
Jacque Eugene Gibbons
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT CHADWELL WILLIAMS, Ph.D., Dean

CERTIFICATES
May 21, 1982

Paulene White Abrams
Michael D Ames
Candice Kramer Bergsneider
Patricia Stroud Bussinger
Terry Lynn Dawdy
Mildred Louise Denton
Charles Michael Duvall
Mark Allen Earlywine
Joseph Fields
James Arthur Flowers
Marion Louise Forrest
Nancy Jane Gutman
Ronald Edward Hicks
Mark Ora Holdenried
Sandra Rowe Horn
Barbara Jean Kappler

Sally Beth King
Peter Klevorn
John A Lauth
Fred I Lenkman
Timothy Micheal O'Dea
Tomie Pettie
Michael Gregory Rollins
Michael A Sarlone
Liselotte Schwarz
Alice Annette Terrell Shackelford
Charles Will Smith
Gerlean Smith
Richard G Willman
Rosa Cahn Wright
Horace Young, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
May 21, 1982

Martha G Aronson
Carl Earl Bagley
Pamela A Bateman
Richard J Batt
Danny Dale Berry
Richard Patton Bishop
Joan Lois Bramsch
Donald Eugene Burdett
Patricia Stroud Bussinger
Robert Irby Clark
Johnnie Edwin Clawson
Calvin Jerome Davenport
Michael Brian Dietrich
Douglas Richard Dye
Mark Allen Earlywine
Sharon Ann Edmondson
Lynn David Flowers, Jr.
Lawrence A Frick
Donna J Gagliarducci
Patricia Ann Goodman Garrison
Rachel Schneider Guller
Forrest Edward Haumschilt
Lois May Herman
Donald Louis Hinni
Larry Douglas Hinterman

Leo T Irwin
Patricia Neeley Jenkins
Jane Arlene Kerlagon
Robert James Kettering
John Richard Larko
Mary Alice Lee
Larisa Leybovich
Albert F Lindner
Kathleen Lindsley
Imre Meszaros
Deborah Elizabeth Moore
Thomas Edward Mueller
Jody M Null
Carol Ann O'Laughlin
Marco Antonio Ochoa
Larry Dean Olsen
Pamela Suzanne Raczynski
Michael Scott Rich
Merlin Richardson
Ellen F Roth
Robert Joseph Schaefer
John Anthony Schultz
Jane Breckenridge Serber
Joseph Lyle Serber
Mary Ellen Shapiro
Mary Jane Simmermacher  
Mary Martha Slais  
Judith Shoults Smith  
Todd Alan Spence  
Barbara Ann Steiger  
Leeanna J Stevens  
Betty Ann Streckfus  
John Adam Stuckey  
Hsiao-Tsy Sung  
Aruna C Tailor  
Rosilee Ann Trotta  
Arthur Tunstall  
Carolyn R Turnbough  
Linda Mae Walker-Perry  
Ying-Ling Wang  
Paul T Whiteside  
Frederick Bernard Wiecher, Jr.  
Nancy Lee Williams  
David William Young  

December 23, 1981

Kathleen Elinor Bellos  
Shirley Ann Bidleman  
Leola Franklin Bracken  
Kuang-Hwa David Chang  
Marsha Joan Ewens  
Frieda R Portier  
Florence Zwick Freeman  
John M Gillick  
Donna Marie Goelz  
Janel Ann Hamm  
Kevin Martin Hayes  
Linda Howe Holmes  
Ingrid Evolin Lettner  
Timothy Michael O’Dea  
Judith Steffan Prater  
Deborah Alsenia Prewitt  
Ronald Joseph Schmidt  
Nancy Schirm Short  
Donald Edward Willmann  
Rosa Gahn Wright  

August 14, 1981

Paulene White Abrams  
Douglas Alan Boeckelman  
Patrick Michael Capps  
Earl Ralph Glass  
Hella Molter Harrison  
Karen Ann Jasper  
Charles Peter Ray  
David Dale Willmore  

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING  
May 21, 1982

Maryann Teresa Hanlon  

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY  
May 21, 1982

Sterling Lloyd Frison  
Jeffrey Gene Gray  

Richard G Willmann  

August 14, 1981

Larry Franklin George  
David Thomas Hahn  
Horace H Walcott  

MASTER OF DATA PROCESSING  
May 21, 1982

Thomas A Bergeron  
Rose Anna Stepanek  
Dale James Vecchio  
Beverly Jean Weaver  

December 23, 1981

Ralph William Schibig  
Lloyd O’Neal Senter  
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THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
(APPLIED TECHNOLOGY)
Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

CERTIFICATES
May 21, 1982

Stephen Grant Churchill  
Richard Joseph Dzakowski  
Dennis Steven Dyer  
Donald Louis Fleary  
Ronald Dale Kimberlin  
Henry Melvin Loeffler  
Robert E Meiner  
Warren Henry Ogan  
Isaac Ajibola Olubunmi  
Jerrold Scott Petrofsky

Renato Decepida Rafael  
Lawrence F Schaaf  
Gary Leroy Scharf  
Frederick Joseph Solt  
Richard Bernard Uhrhan  
Thomas Edward Van Horn  
Jerry Donald Waddell  
Gary Lee Wild  
Willie Eugene Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
May 21, 1982

Michael Roy Chambers  
George Heymann

Wayne Carl Karcher  
Roland Terrel Reese

Harry David Archambault  
James Hayward Chesser  
Richard Joseph Dzakowski

Frank Patrick Lesinski, Sr.  
John Strong Pendergrass  
James Clifford Permenter, Jr.

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY
May 21, 1982

Don Joseph Apperson  
William Collins Bevans  
Gordon R Brown  
Leo Emerson Butts  
Jack Lavern Filkins  
Ralleigh Cranberry III  
Wayne Edward Grewe

Terry James King  
Michael Joseph Modesto, Sr.  
Jerrold Scott Petrofsky  
James Louis Siegner  
Robert Dennis Stelloh  
Thomas E Taylor  
John Gerard Wilson

December 23, 1981

Frederick Lee Broemer  
Leo Bromberg  
Hoan Ngoc Nguyen  
Isaac Ajibola Olubunmi  
Renato Decepida Rafael

James Bennett Scatcherd  
Gary Leroy Scharf  
Michael Robert Schnettler  
Kevin George Wiegers

December 23, 1981
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND
APPLIED SCIENCE

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 21, 1982

summa cum laude

*Mark David Hammann
Margaret Lesesne Forchheimer
Robert William Fraser

magna cum laude

Jerry Cecil Belton
Anne Phyllis Chemerow
Deirdre Louise Davis
William Joseph DeCesare, Jr.
Thomas Samuel Donovan
David Alan Ely
Jan Marie Estal
David Keith Fremerman
Micheal Walter Glass
Joseph August Graf
Deborah Aline Graff
Laila Hayek
James Patrick Herrmann
Jeffrey Clay Howlett
John Everett Hutchens
George Anthony Leimbach
Dwain K Leonard
Robert M Lopinot
Deborah Jean Luecken
Kelly James McGrath
Peter Anton Meister

David Matthew Merz
Connie Sue Miles
Aaron L Molskness
Ralph Andrew Mosca
Alan Scott Nakamura
James Arthur Nicolai
T Glennon Payton
Rodger Lee Pelo
Mark Anton Petrich
Saeed Pirooz
Bradley Robert Ray
Andrew Charles Remson
Marc Victor Richards
*John M Rovison
Thomas Gerard Sherwood
Vernetta J Simon
Bert Arnold Sorensen
Dang Tien Vu
*Peter Charles Whitman
Timothy James Winkler
Michael Leo Yang
Timothy Stewart York

cum laude

May 21, 1982

May 21, 1982

summa cum laude

Douglas Lee Somers
Peter John Lipowicz

magna cum laude

Cum laude

August 14, 1981

Robert G Gorgol
Kenneth Victor Harris

Celine E Nanou
Jeffrey Robert Sollenberger
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 21, 1982

cum laude

Wendy Sue Berman
Lee Eric Edelmann
Arthur Gary Beall
Darwin Jay Brouwer
Daryl Richard Duesenberg
Julie Ann Florence
William Randolph Heitman
Tajudeen Olusegun Ibrahim
*Steven Robert Kramer
Alan Dale Lietz

*Stephen H Leonhardt
Kurt William Nisi

May 21, 1982

Norbert Luft
Laura E Mark
Timothy Neal McQuade
Michael L Nobs
Michael John Parkinson
Geir Tore Sutil
Gregory P Wolk

December 23, 1981

Mohamed Ali Abuaklooh
Mary Elizabeth Schmitt

Roger Dale Winkelmann
*Yunn Chii Wong

August 14, 1981

Ronald Lester Mackey

Nizar Ahmed Turkey

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 21, 1982

cum laude

*Chung-Dak Shum

*Ruth Ellen Urban

May 21, 1982

Yana Beilina
*Katherine Jean Bergmann
*Brian Collins Bernsen
*John Bolt Brockmeyer
Cynthia Buschmann
*Craig Steven Chapel
John Anthony Chaves
John David DeHart
*Jane Isabel Donaldson
*Richard David Edelman
*William Hart Haller
David Jayol Kuh
Philip Anthony Le Zotte
Creon Levit
Amy Elizabeth McKaig
Kathy Irene Brennenstuhl
Stephen Gregory Kaufman

Jim M McNeely
Roger Jeffrey Noe
Peter Douglas Norberg
Michael Andre Palladino
Sanford Clark Parish
Mark Steven Perlsweig
*George Francis Porta
Arthur B Sachs
*Nathan Edward Schroeder
*James Murphy Smith
*Gregory Lynn Starkey
*John Patrick Tadlock
Scott Raymond Turner
*Carlene Elizabeth Walters

December 23, 1981

David Alan Simkins
Edward John Winter

August 14, 1981

Yakov Kaganov
Amal S Khudados

Michael Price Kriz
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 21, 1982

magna cum laude

Joel Robert Wendt
Carroll John Dick
Steven John Fischer
Lawrence James Hayward

Sanjay Agrawal
Abul Hasnat Anwaruddin Ahmed
Gerald Lee Armstrong
*Brian Collins Bernsen
Gregory Anthony Bologna
Russell Wayne Brooks
Michael Charles Butler
*Craig Steven Chapel
Alvin Yun Ing Chee
*Richard David Edelman
Bradley William Ems
Steven Robinson Frank
Edward Martin Godshalk
*Laurence Jay Greenberg
*William Hart Haller
Carl Lee Hasbargen
Keith William Huck
Steven Robert Ikemeier
David Wayne Koenig
John David Laird
Jonathan Craig Lapin
Allan Harold Magee
Hassan Ali Maghrabi
Dale Frederick Hosking Martin

Cum laude

Warren Robert Moe
*Chung-Dak Shum

May 21, 1982

Craig Eugene McKown
Perry Mack Moorman
James Thomas O'Connor
Natalia Marie Pinto
*George Francis Porta
Keith Andrew Salzman
Sara Lynn Samuels
Francisco Antonio Schettini
Timothy John Schoening
David C Senerchia
*James Murphy Smith
Sik Han Soh
*Gregory Lynn Starkey
*John Patrick Tadlock
Lawrence W Tang
Satjarthip Thusneyapan
*Jeffrey Irwin Turner
David Kent Walker
Anthony Reginald Whitaker
James Thomas Whittaker
Scott Philip Wieder
Stephen Leonard Winkler
David Michael Young

December 23, 1981

*Howard Neal Fudem
*Roger Thomas Green
William Hans Jerdee

Frederick Xavier Roth
Ann Lewis Settlage

August 14, 1981

Michael David Davis
George Laurence Graham
Bruce Rudy Kohn

Roy Arthur Osborn
Mark Steven Schnitzer
Jeffrey Edward Yonkus

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY

May 21, 1982

cum laude

*Stephen H Leonhardt

May 21, 1982

*Steven Robert Kramer
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 21, 1982

summa cum laude

Gary Richard Gaus
Gary Robert Sutorius

magna cum laude

Nathan Byers
Lynn Christine Cameron
David Hugh Chambers
Hung-Chuen Cheng
Francis Charles Chisele
William C W Chwee
Richard Charles Corey
David M Evers
William John Girresch
Kevin Lund Glassett
Harlan Bradley Hagge
Joseph L Hlava
David Andrew Krehmeyer

Julie Ann Kulzick
Rita Lo
Patricia M Lytle
Donald Jin-Hwan Pak
Theodore Angelo Povinelli
Steven Paul Reise
Daniel Jonathan Rudy
Roger Douglas Shaw
Louis Raymond Streck
Kees J Van Tilburg
Allen Jerome Weggemann
John Robert Wiesman

December 23, 1981

magna cum laude

*Linda L Blakely

*Karl D Gaus

*Donald James Peterson

December 23, 1981

Joel Alan Bender
Jennifer R Cole
Timothy Joseph Heumann

Thomas Gerard Kunza
Stephen John Zancho

August 14, 1981

Alson Joseph Younger II

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

May 21, 1982

cum laude

*Ruth Ellen Urban

May 21, 1982

Bryan E Liss

Jonathan Carl Weintraub

December 23, 1981

*Howard Neal Fudem
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

May 21, 1982

summa cum laude

Bari Lynn Golub

*Mark David Hammann

Eric Martin Larson

magna cum laude

*Carrie Frances Anderson

Richard Alan Brown

Magna cum laude

Julia Chase Collins

B Craig McKinney

*Jane Isabel Donaldson

Beth Ellen Mindlin

*Rashidul Haq

Jack Kendall Ort, Jr.

Brian Harold Mayhew

Susan Elizabeth Posey

Katherine Elizabeth McHugh

*Carlene Elizabeth Walters

December 23, 1981

*Peter Charles Whitman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (ENGINEERING)

May 21, 1982

magna cum laude

Jim Dong-Jin Kang

Mary Ann Lucarelli

*Liane Edith Hetherington

Gregory Alan Sullivan

Mark Charles Kory

Judy Carol Latham

May 21, 1982

Larry Stein
THE HENRY EDWIN SEVER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN McKELVEY, Ph.D., Director

MASTER OF SCIENCE

May 21, 1982

In Chemical Engineering
- Jerry Cecil Belton
- Jongsak Lerthanapredakul
- Francis William Linke
- Rajesh Kumar Srivastava
- Godwin Kwok-Wing Tsang
- Billy Cheh Hsing Wang
- John Wendall Weston

In Civil Engineering
- Thomas Eugene Boothby

In Computer Science
- Katherine Jean Bergmann
- David Morris Hiatt
- Robert Kellar Israel
- Stella Yuen-Chi Lo
- Michael John Nolan
- Jeffrey Irwin Turner

In Electrical Engineering
- James Michael Bornholdt
- Shiowzon Julie Hsieh
- Soo Ryong Lee
- David Langley Rick
- Shuh-Jen Jerome Teng
- Peter Karl Wasserbach
- Robert Weng

In Mechanical Engineering
- Argenis Rafael Brito-Farfan
- Yi-Chung Chang
- Rashidul Haq
- Kongtzu Kwong
- Fernando J Leon
- Phuoc Thanh Phan
- Jon Paul Rogers
- Rajai Bahij Shamat
- Gwojenn Wu
- Hoong Keng Yeang

In Systems Science and Mathematics
- Thomas Stephen Dankovich
- Shu-Chun Chen Lu
- Vernon Mahinda Perera
- Jing-Jou Yen
- Zheng Zhou

In Technology and Human Affairs
- Race Winter Brandt
- Neil Benjamin Galluzzo
- Bruce Wilson Hoogesteger
- Sandra Lee Mathieu
- Ricardo Arnoldo Navarro
- Anna-Maria Vera Watowich
- Suzanne Elaine Wells
- Holly Grace Winger

December 23, 1981

In Chemical Engineering
- Chinmoy Banerjee
- Myung Hun Kim
- Jose Ruben Naranjo
- Satish M Shah
- I-Ping Wang

In Civil Engineering
- Zamri Bin Darus
- Sharon Cox Dobbs
- Roberta E Lenczowski
- Joseph Leo Toohey
- Yawchuu Yang
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In Computer Science
Steven Marc Fogel
Larry Alan Parnes
Donald Albert Puckett

In Electrical Engineering
Alexander J Gray
*Roger Thomas Green
Norman Ray Kolb
Mohamed Muftah Kridan
Krishnan Padmanabhan
Bert Hideki Tanaka

In Mechanical Engineering
Carl Billian
*Linda L Blakely
Han-Sheng Chen
Elhadi Ibrahim Dekam

In Chemical Engineering
Joseph William Evans
Ming Der Lu
Michael Roger Wait

In Civil Engineering
Bernard Schreiber Charles
Ramon Jose Dahdah
Thomas C Liu
Glenn Joseph Sahrmann

In Computer Science
William Wen-Chang Chen
Dean Jerome Miller

In Electrical Engineering
Magdy Abd El-Aziz Bayoumi
Gary Alan Davis
Joseph Goldfeld
Gary John Koenig

In Chemical Engineering
Giuma Mohamed Fellah
*Karl D Gaus
Michael Peter McMiller
Olayiwola Thomas Olorunniwo
Bassam Labib Oueida
*Donald James Peterson

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Hakan Per Branlund
Shou Xing Li
Jiang Bo Liu
My-Le Thi Vu Rutledge
Arthur Henry Sherman

In Technology and Human Affairs
Ellen Z Faby
Azzahari Bin Hassan
Georgia Valaoras

August 14, 1981

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

May 21, 1982

In Chemical Engineering
Young-Sang Cho
Luis A Lopez Latorre

In Electrical Engineering
Yousri Hanna Barsoum

In Chemical Engineering
Pradip D Kambale
Chong Kok Ong

December 23, 1981

In Chemical Engineering
Shien-Liang Chang
Wen-Pao Wu
James Kwang-Lin Yuann

In Electrical Engineering
Donald Richard Green, Jr.
August 14, 1981

**In Chemical Engineering**
Ahmed Abdulla El-Hisnawi
Tsang-Cherng Lin

**In Electrical Engineering**
K V Gurumurthy
L K Prakash Narayan
Stephen Taylor Neely

**In Mechanical Engineering**
Shyi Yaung Chen

**In Systems Science and Mathematics**
Kazufumi Ito

**THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE**

Candidates Presented by

CONSTANTINE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES, Diploma of Architecture, M. Arch., Dean

**MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE**

*May 21, 1982*

Anthony Julius Abbate
Fayez Mohamed Fikry Ahmed
Peter Babey
Ramadan Taher Belgasem
Leslie Taylor Cockerham
Zachary William Davis
Mary Alice Gass
Lynn Suzanne Grossman
*James Thomas Hanley
Michael Alan Harwood
Susan McKay Herre
Kuo-Yuan Hong
Teh-Wei Hu
Wei-Ming Huang

Anne Marie Kinerk
Erlynne Kiku Kitagawa
Marion Adele Kromm
Ezeddin Mamaghani
John Matthew Mastin
Vicki Ann Match
*Michael Gregory Mayes
Mustafa Mohamed Mezwaghi
Matthew Rick Moynihan
Gerald William Schultz
Bruce I Stahnke
Terry D Steelman
James Albert Wheeler III
Russell Lee Zeidner

*December 23, 1981*

Jusuf H U Alamsjah
Abdul Hameid Ahmed Albis
John David Becker
Alice Kay Berman
Peter Christopher Boccia
James Miller Burford
Michael Gregory DiPasquale
Mohy El-Deen Hamzza El-Farra
Nancy Malvina Karg

David Michael Kennedy
Eugene Lee
Constance Elaine Nestor
Mahmoud Hassan Nofal
Edward Louis Noland
Jimmie Earl Tucker
Robert Herr Winters
*Yunn Chii Wong

**MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE IN URBAN DESIGN**

*May 21, 1982*

Yueng-Sheng Liew
*Michael Gregory Mayes

Michael Louis Robinson
Andres Roi
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 21, 1982

Steven Frank Albert
Michael Jay Berman
Ellen Michelle Binstock
Stuart Allen Birenbaum
James J Bloch
Lee Scott Bloom
Mark Roland Brousseau
Cynthia Rosa Burgin
Patricia C Burkhalter
Lyndee Annette Burt
Maureen Elizabeth Caen
Douglas John XXIII Calnan
Jeffrey Howard Cannon
Mary Elizabeth Caola
Paul Edward Chasnoff
Jesse James Cox
Deborah Curran
Harvey Doppelt
Steven F Dyar
Terese Marie Eckelkamp
John Richard Enrietto
Scott Clark Erickson
Jocelyn Leonie Farber
Caryl Ferber
Jane Fialkowski
David Alan Finley
* John T Fischer II
Patricia Ann Fitzgerald
Robin Gayle Fleischmann
Craig Cameron Fowler
Howard Bruce Freedman
Stuart Thomas Freeman
Stephen Earl Gallant
Matthew Christian Gebauer
Nicholas William Ghmouly
Daniel Wayne Gipple
Avram A Glazer
Kathleen Karen Godlove
Jerald Goldstein
Andrew Michael Gross, Jr.
Julie Beth Grossman
Andrew Webster Hait
Sharon Estella Hartfield
Eric Doyle Heitecker

Linda Lea Holder
Sue Helen Hyman
Mindy Sue Jachman
Steven Michael Jarrett
Michael B Kaback
Lisa Ann Kaplan
John William Kastelic
Matthew William Kelly
Henry Philip Kerth
Norman Jay Kopp
Valerie Lise Kossar
Jennifer Louise Kunza
Steven Marc Kurtz
Kevin Michael Lawlor
Margaret Sung-Hey Lee
Steven M Leo
Linda Ann Liebert
Terry Randall Linhardt
Gary Michael Lubin
James G Lynch
Ross Alan MacIntyre
Barry Marc Manasse
Bradford James Mandell
Daniel Todd Manoogian
Joanne Merrill McClellan
Francine Marie McDonald
Margaret Mary McLeod
William Kieran Meehan
Michael William Meyers
Judith Lee Miller
Wendy Susan Miller
Lorelei Suzanne Moore
Steven Nussbaum
Robin Sue Orloff
Lori Cathy Padour
Dean Alan Pichee
Vicki Lynn Pickup
Elizabeth Anne Riethmann
Steven Michael Riley
Adam R Ritzer
Linda Sue Rossberg
Erin Rochelle Rudebusch
Paul Timothy Runice
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 21, 1982

Amran Bin Abdullah
*Beth A Alpert
Jon Mark Althoff
Julie Kay Barnes
Mark Walter Berger
David Michael Biscanin
Franklin Erik Bramsen
*John Bolt Brockmeyer
George Vincent Brueggeman
Stephen Clay Brunts
William Albert Buege
Edwin Hamilton Callison, Jr.
Diane L Canney
Daniel Isaac Castro, Jr.
Philippe Coll
Karen L Combs
*Fran Margo Coopersmith
James Sanford Combleet
Amelia Ann Cox
Carolyn Hansen Cramer
Owen Arthur Curtis

Kenneth E Daniels
Dianne R Dengler
Donald Louis Depke
John Mason Doerr
Mark Christopher Dowell
Simona Eftimie
Janet E Eisner
*Jeffrey Martin Eng
Bruce Charles Fernandez
Andrew Scott Fisher
Merrietta Lynn Fong
Lynn Karen Galfond
Mary Fulcher Geis
Robert Charles Goldsticker
Peter Burley Griffin
*James Thomas Hanley
Patricia Webster Heffern
Janet M Hirsch
Timothy Webster HollcHolland
Joanne Helen Joria

December 23, 1981

Carol Trenz Taylor
Patrick A Tichacek
Cwendolyn Tillman
Ann Clarice Totten
Paul Arthur Ullman
Rikke Vognsen
Eric Richard Wapnick
Jeffrey Stan Weiss
Arnold Harold Wuhman
Robert Bruce Yudkin
Karl David Zeiser
Rhonda Lynn Zelcer
Rick Edward Zucker

Carolyn Ann Birmingham
Jeffrey Louis Hilgert
Bennett Mark Litwin

August 14, 1981

Noel Jesus Montanez
Lorna Lee Wooten

Robert Edward Brooks
Mary Ann Carlin
Glen David Gruner
John Patrick McGuire

Charlotte Elizabeth Russell
David Brink Lee Russell
Brian Carr Travelstead
Gary Scott Josephs
Joan Hessing Koenigsknecht
Gary Lee Kohn
Henry Thomas Lackington
*Stephen David Landfield
Erica Elisabeth Larson
*Moni Levy
Michael Thomas Leydon
James M Liwerant
Frank Lester Lumbar
Mark Ferris Maltenfort
Aubrey LaMont Martin
Marc Christopher Maun
Kenneth James McGann
Karen Jean McLaughlin
Andrew S Mead
Eric James Miller
Anita Mirani
James Francis Monhart
Elizabeth Craig Moore
Merry Lynne Mosbacher
Joseph Gerard Mudd
Mark Robert Neubert
Elizabeth Devereux Niehaus
David Noda
Daniel Arthur Pacheco
Lorenza Amina Pasetti
Joan Baker Pawlowicz
*Daniel Francis Prebish
Nancy L Rendleman
*Mark Joseph Ricciardi

Debra Rabinovich Richman
*Brian Yates Rivette
Gloria Perel Roberts
Jeffrey C Rogers
Lionel Gerard Romain
Sharon Eileen Roman
Russell John Ryan
James Patrick Schier
John William Schnarre
Thomas Andrew Seaver
Gary Wayne Seeger
Ann Keiko Seki
Sherrie Anne Senkfor
Barbara Sue Shaw
Robert Shoss
Franklin Edward Simek, Jr.
Eleanor Ann Simon
John Norman Sowell
Patricia E Stopsky
*Sandra Katherine Stratton
Joshua Kwong Sun
Robert Swift
Peter Lake Swigart
Elaine Taylor
Laura Ann Tierny
*Kees J Van Tilburg
Sandra Borut Vantilburg
Harold Frederick Walton
Eileen Mary Ward
Katherine Hlavacek Weyhrich
*Arthur H Young, Jr.

December 23, 1981

Thomas Meredith Anderson
John Michael Chamecki
Winifred Lai-Hing Chin
Michael John Conway
Richard George Godin
Amy Felissa Hoffman

John Daniel MacArthur, Jr.
Andrew Peter Morrow
Robert Hiram Neuwoehner
H William Reisner, Jr.
Irene Louise Thalden
Mark F Unterreiner

August 14, 1981

Karl Chester Anderson
Donald Anthony Aromando
James Edward Cook
*Bradley Dale Farnsworth
Peter Schuyler Hilton
David Robert Kuelper

Bruce A Oehler
Linda Ann Pyeha
P Joan S Reynolds
Diane Baker Walz
Paula Ann White
John Arthur Young III
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Candidates Presented by
ROGER I. DESROSIERS, B.F.A., M.F.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 21, 1982

Nishan John Akgulian
David Robert Baker
Mary Elisabeth Bantle
Margo Lynn Begley
Paul Francis Behnen
Lisa Holly Bennett
Mary M Beyt
Heidi Jeannette Bloch
Evelyn Cromwell Bond
Suzanne Marie Bradley
Christina L Brown
Mark Joseph Buckheit
Gary N Cassidy
Timothy Sean Cosby
Eric George Dinyer
Heidi Ann Dodd
James Bowden Dutton III
Mark David Emmendorfer
Mary Carol Enger
Christine Marie Foederer
Kristie Anne Greene
Deanna Beth Harschfeld
Stewart Darren Hartsfield
Jessica Hines
Anne Rebecca Horn
John Anthony Jenkins III
Euripides P Kastaris
Karen Sue Kidde
Soja L Kim
Melanie Gay Kummer
Richard Jay Lapidus
Sonja Lorene Laumpsbach
Lisa Ann Lebowitz
Anita Frances Loring
Michael Thomas Loui
Michael John Magyar
Jennifer Ellen Mendes
Joy Denise Nelkin
Maria Kathryn Niznik
Roberta Tami Orshan
Debra Susan Perskie
Annette Marie Pundt
Thomas Anthony Rybak
Susan J Schleipman
Pamela Jo Schmal
Daniel Cole Seymour
Thomas Martin Thrun
Jennifer Anne Tyson
Amy Dee Usdin
Peter Francis Watters
Art Glenn Webb
Ronald D Wilcox
Debra Ruth Winston
Eileen B Zornow

December 23, 1981

*Thomas Paul Borgman
Janet Ridley Dodrill
Cynthia Susan Greig
Karen Lee Loseff
Cathleen Louis McLaughlin

Teri René Micco
Elyse Sina Nutkis
Jerold Jay Rosen
Anita Louise Simkovich

August 14, 1981

Donald Gene Brown
Judith A Fleming

Janelle Ann Gordon
Mark William Miller
MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 21, 1982

Gregory Busceme
Valerie Eickmeier
Mary Louise Ernst
Laura D Griffith
Sonia Lee McCall Ingersoll
Mary Jo Johnson
Juha-Matti Koskela

Walter Martin Leonard
Mark Paulson
Mohammed Qambar Qassem
Gary Robbins
Arthur Lee Rogers III
Sei Takeguchi
Aristotelis Tzakos

December 23, 1981

Judy Thompson

August 14, 1981

Gary Barten
THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

May 21, 1982

Leslie Anne Abrons
Victoria R Garnier Barshis
Kathleen Ann Barth
Lynn Rosen Barth
Gayle Bridget Bartley
Daniel Howard Bass
Linda Gail Berkowitz
Ellen Mary Burkermer
Jane Frances Conley
David Evans Cook
Patricia Ann Cooper
Robert Earl Crecelius
Jill Ditchik
Elizabeth Mary Doherty
Joyce Arunski Duane
Jacob Eapen
Laura R Edelstein
Gloria Spiritas Epstein
Carol Erb
Ruth Feldman
Laura J Feuerstein
Nancy Eveline Flammé
Monica Irene Fleck
Mary Christine Flood
Judy Ann Frye
Marilyn Elaine Glazier
Katherine Elizabeth White Gooch
Avi Goodstein-Hilbuch
Sue Milburn Gouaux
Laurie Kay Grachek
Joanne Tonette Grana
Karen D Greening
Kathleen Annette Hanson
Jeffrey Joseph Hauser
Caroline Jessica Hersch
Josephine Berta Hertz
Yvonne Marie Hoeppner
Stanley Jack Hollandar
Saundra S Hopper
Cathy S Katz
Regina Kaufer Katz

Christine Marie Kulla-Branz
Eun-Joo Kwon
Deborah Molly Levin
Deborah Jane Lewis
Sandra Jean Locus
Sandra L Mandel
Marcia Jeanne Mermelstein
Deborah Ruth Meyerson
Frank Richard Milko
Suzanne Ellice Moak
Christina Frances Neiman
Leslie Travis Ora
Anthony Jude Pacione
Deborah Dorene Page-Adams
Tamella Deann Pool
Joyce Frances Rabson
Meenakshi Rao
Len A Roberson III
John Gerard Roth
Sally S Rotter
Carol Rachel Rubin
Vernon Charles Saile
Janet Lynn Salk
Lorraine Schultz
Kenneth Frank Schwartz
Elaine Shakerdge
Karen Sue Sherman
Richard Edwin Sleeper
Barbara Susanne Smith
Nancy Ellen Snow
Sally Spritz
Catherine C Steiner
Nancy Ellen Stern
Mildred Margaret Thomas
Debra Ann Waller
Kevin Gerard Walsh
Addie M Winans
Debbie Ann Wiser
Patrick Pak-Chung Wong
Arthur H Young, Jr.
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December 23, 1981

Juan Ygnacio Álvarez
Jeanne Vachon Anderson
Jeanette Barnes
Anwar Shaik Mohammad Basha
Doris Hughes Bryant
Russell William Carrington
Gregory Chambers
Josephine Nwabuoku Ezenwa
Gaye Elizabeth Gould
Roberta Therese Hamm
Lynn Frances Lauber
Steven Gordon LeBert

Betsy E Leib
Nancy Madoux
Stanley Dean McKeever
Melissa Rose Meyer
Barbara Ann Richter
Carolyn Jeanne Riske
Cynthia B Sachtleben-Hines
Barbara Sue Silverstein
H Cynthia Thomas
Cheryl Susan Vlcek
Mary Lorine Wildhagen

August 14, 1981

Thomas Joseph Adragna
Barbara Ann Blaine
*Michele Bowen-Spencer
Martha Ann Bromley
Jeanne Ann Bubb
Michael R Camfield
Patricia Finnegan Chirgwin
Ann Davis
Nancy S Deitchman
*Rani Ewen
Lowell Gary Flemmer
Richard Thomas Franck, Jr.
Patricia Ann Herrera
Mary Alice Howkins
Claire Marie Hundelt

Joanne Linder Kerman
Leslie Ann Konigsberg
Jayne Ann L'Ecuyer-Mercadante
Timothy William Leahy
Jacqueline Lee Messmer
Joan G Petersen
Joyce Andrea Powell
Barbara A Purfield
Beth Joy Reingold
Tracy A Rounds
Susan Beth Schulick
Marianne Sher
Terry Lynn Surinsky
Virginia Rose Suttner
Robin Tobias
THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Candidates Presented by
FOREST HODGE O'NEAL, S.J.D., Dean

DOCTOR OF LAW
May 21, 1982

Stephen John Acree
* Beth A Alpert
James Michael Benedek
Theodore Yale Blumoff
Thomas Michael Bluth
Bruce Lindley Bonds
John Henry Borawski
Louis Raymond Branz
Jessica Merrill Brown
Barbara Block Bryan
Mitchell Bryan
Thomas Joseph Burnside
Bonita Gail Cade
John Allen Carter
Robin Ann Castellano
Peter Stratton Clark II
Edward Abraham Cohen
* Fran Margo Coopersmith
Carol Diane Craig
William Edwin Crockett
Steven Lee Daniels
Glenn Eugene Davis
Timothy Edward De Palma
Theodore Dennis Dearing
Thomas McKee Dee
Thomas James DeGroot
Philip Charles Denton
James Kimball Douglas
Robert Francis Dwornick
Mark David Eisemann
Jeffrey Elliot Fine
Caryn Frances Fiscella
Richard Craig Friedman
Michael Douglas Garner
Beall Dozier Gary, Jr.
Michael Scott Chidina
Susan Freedman Gilbert
Lawrence Richard Goldberg
Brian Jay Goldblatt

Carolyn Laurie Greenberg
Corrine Kay Grimm
Robert Joseph Gryzmal
Robert Wayne Hauckel
Peter M Hamilton
Michele Ann Harrington
Edwin G Harvey
Timothy Edward Hayes
Cynthia Glee Heath
John F LeBaron Hebb
Craig Heberton IV
David Chan Hemingway
Henry Lueders Henderson
John Henry Herman
Mark S Hochman
Ann Hojnowski
Norella Virginia Huggins
Lynn Meryl Jawitz
Barry Dean Jennings
Judy A Johanningmeyer
Susan Nancy Johnsen
James Ballard Johnson
Todd Anthony Johnson
Robert Steven Jones
Stephen Calhoun Jones
* Robert Springer Kallen
Lucy Jane Karl
Christopher Karlen
Jeffrey Bruce Katz
Faith Anne Kelly
Timothy M Kelly
Lisa Ann Kircher
Andrew Brook Klein
Mayer Simcha Klein
John Francis Kohler, Jr.
Andrew Michael Kramer
Gary Wendel Kullmann
Joanne Elise Kummer
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Eric Neil Landau
Kenneth Martin Lander
*Stephen David Landfield
Dorothy Ann Langley
Brainerd William Latourrette III
Shelley R Laudenschlager
Christopher Allen Lause
Judith N Leenov
Robert Leland LeFeber
Robert Oliver Lesley
Steven David Lev
*Mona Levy
Victor H Lewitt
Michal Lynne Lissek
Cristofer Esty Lord
Craig Wesley Lowe
Seth Michael Lubin
Robert James Mack
Brad Steven Markoff
Linda Maria Martinez
Jean Hudgins Maylack
Frank William McKee
Sally J McKee
Kathleen Ann McLeod
Teresa Lynn McRae
Wallace Renard Meissner
Mary Anne Mercer
Jay Darwin Milone
Tino Michael Monaldo
Edward Alan Monsky
Larry Brent Moore
Jeffrey Stephen Morgan
David Ross Nachman
Carl S Nadler III
Robert Kaiser Neiman
Edward V Norton
Mark Steven Packer
Sarah Wanner Payne
Marla Susan Persky
Brian Richard Pellegrino
*Stephen Charles Posner
*Daniel Francis Prebish
Robert Jay Preminger
Erich Peter Press II
Fred William Quattlebaum
Cheryl A Rafert
David James Rasnick
John Bryan Reddoch II
Hope S Redmond
*Mark Joseph Ricciardi
Penny Anne Rodeen
Frank Alan Rubin
Richard Lane Schnake
Andrew Arthur Schneiderman
Kathleen Snyder Schoene
Neil William Scott
Linda C Shubert
Michael Alan Shuman
Holly Gayle Simmons
John Benton Singleton
Nancy Boyer Slowikowski
Brad Hyrum Smith
Alice Virginia Sterkel
*Sandra Katherine Stratton
Nancy Arends Strehlow
John Henry Swoboda
Jon Russell Tandler
Howard Benjamin Tarkow
*Laurel Shiramizu Teppert
Torrance Richard Thomas, Jr.
Kevin Richard Tully
Frederick John Ufkes
Tracy Joan Van Steenburgh
Jane Wesley Veach
Carrie Ellen Vibert
Alan P Walters
Robert A Ward
Edward Washington II
Brent Ronald Waxman
Barbara Jean Wendel
Bryan King Wheelock
Diana Kay Wieland
Scott Alan Wilson
Brian David Winer
Steven Howard Wise
Michael Jay Wolf
John Michael Wolff, Jr.
Paula Marie Young

December 23, 1981

Jefferson Slidell Bowman
Debra Arnea Buiie
Margaret Sleater Curran
JoAnn Campione Donovan

George B Erwin
Alexis Diana Otis
Rodney William Sippel
George G White

August 14, 1981

Evelyn Ann Gwin

Yitz Magence

July 10, 1981

Brian Alan Rawers
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June 26, 1981
Brian Allen Addy
Vu-Duc Vuong

Wendy Wilhelmina Waller

MASTER OF LAWS

May 21, 1982
Edward James Blake, Jr.
Richard E Coughlin
William James Falk
Leonard Morton Goldberg
Harold William Hinderer III
Sylvester Devereaux Holmes
Andrea Jackson

Murray Ronald Klane
Michael Allen Levin
Gabriele Toni Renate Mezger
John William Sunnen
Gary Paul Tober
Shawn M Wold-Gregory

December 23, 1981
Philip Stewart Moreau

Richard Howard Toole

June 26, 1981
Susan Flora Goldenberg
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
GEORGE DEVER SELFRIDGE, D.D.S., Dean

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

May 21, 1982
cum laude

Frank Joseph Daniel, Jr. Robert Henry Thalgott

Larry Frank Alston Gary Lee Kinder
Joel H Altshul Steven Bruce Kirkpatrick
Harvey Shuji Ando Edward Stanton Kobayashi
Sunny Lynn Appleton Pierre H Lacrampe
Charles Ferdinand Baker Robert Douglas Lowe
Thomas Edward Barrett Ronald Raymond Mainhurst
Paul Ellingson Bozoian James Bernard McAllister
Paul Wesley Bryan Douglas Scott Mitchell
Samuel Louis Bundrant Stanley Mitsuo Miyawaki
Michael Edward Cadra Scott Steven Nagatani
Sharon Ruth Carver James Edson Nativi
Mark Young Chul Cho Terrence Dillon O'Hare
Randall Scott Cislo Alan Waisun Pang
Mary Kathleen Donahue Ronald Wayne Parkin
Richard Joseph Dragon Jan Elizabeth Pearson
Raymond John Faulstich Caroline Alston Peterson
Peter John Fauth Peter James Pirmann
Stephen Timothy Finger John Eugene Potente
Casey Glenn Fishburn Steven Thomas Rivera
Jim Michael Fisher Nancy Jo Robinson
Michael Roy Forman Brick Randall Scheer
James Edwin Gable Nancy Jane Schiller
Donald Alfred Gallo Lisa Anne Schmaitd
Raymond Harlan Gilbert III Michael Lewis Schoelch
Barry Steven Goldenberg Mitchel Andrew Senft
Kenneth Howard Haas Randolph Alan Snyder
Joseph Frank Hagenbruch Joel Larry Sokol
Michael Yusei Harada Robert Joe Steelman
James Earl Hardy Sidney H Stein
Gilbert Roger Hart Ronald Tetsum Takata
Dick Cheung Huang Richard Duane Talbot
David Jenkins Daniel Donald Twillmann
Bruce Michael Kaplan Michael James Wall
Steven M Katz Steven Mark Wolff

April 12, 1982
cum laude

Kent Joseph Baugh Michael Rex Favero

April 12, 1982

Mark Dunkerley Packard Dean Kennedy Sands

December 23, 1981
August 14, 1981

Steven Baba
Shirley B Dillard
Seymour Stanley Feilhardt

June 30, 1981

Gary James Jacky

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OPERATIVE DENTISTRY

May 21, 1982

Laila Ahmad Saleh

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORTHODONTICS

August 14, 1981

Kathy Anne Arkwell

June 30, 1981

Gary William Haese
Steven Thomas Jung
Richard Joseph Saccaro
Laura Schnaidt
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
MORRIS KENTON KING, M.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 21, 1982

Douglas Mayo Cole
Nancy Christine Coyne
Selma Ann Fishman
Cheryl Lynn Gaj
JoAnn Marie Gawlik
Kim Diane Holle
Deborah Elaine Kim
Linda Rose Knapp
Carol A Knopp
Jill Faith Levine
Lisa Karen Lhamon
Cheryl Lynn Ellison McPherson

Joan Marie Merlo
Margaret Ruth Merrell
Laurie Beth Nemergut
Kraig David Paradise
Kathleen Marie Powers
Joy Louise Price
Candra Dee Rosenberg
Ryia Karyn Ross
Debra Lynn Swanson
Anna Marie Traina
Pamela Joan Weaver
Lynne Elizabeth Wiegert

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 21, 1982

Fen-Min Lin Chen
Renanah Halpern
Debra Ann Rybski

Jeannette Louise Schwartz
Marcia Lynn Specter

December 23, 1981

Cindy Rachel Levine

Wendy Apgar Rogers

August 14, 1981

Leslie Stone Baron

Mary Ann Saviano

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

May 21, 1982

Kammi Lyn Barnard
Joan Patrice Barton
Deborah Jean Biver
Melanie Eleanor Bontz
Karen Charlotte Brown
Timothy John Caruso
Mary Beth Clanahan
Deborah Ann Delaney
Jeannine Rae Grossmann
Jill Elizabeth Jenkins
Cynthia Beatrice Lechner
Kristo Marie Mann
Suzanne Webb Million
Mary Ellen Modica

Julie Nuessen
Margaret Louise Phillips
Kathleen Rose Darhauer Pickerall
Jennifer Marguerite Russell
Catherine Mary Ruzensky
Leah Marie Schulte
Lynn Annette Schwab
Kendra Kay Smith
Jennifer Joanice Weis
Joyce Ann Weismann
Barbara K Wenzel
Edith Jean Woodcock
Ivy Yip
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August 14, 1981

Timothy Michael Meyer

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

May 21, 1982

Lynn Whitbeck Brightwell
Mark Jay Brostoff
Joanne Elizabeth Brown
Bartolomeo Joseph Castelli
Rebecca Anne Cohen
James Kevin Costello
Steven C Davis
*Jeffrey Martin Eng
Steven A Fellows
Francesca Lynn Frey-Wachs
James Waklee Gauss
Irwin Phillip Goldman
Mark Dana Hendricks
John D Hilburn
Joseph Bernard Huffman
Nancy Carol Janda
Bruce Calder Jensen

Philip Ross Kitchens
Bridget McCarthy
Judy G Meyer
Jeffrey Eliot Michelman
John Casey Morrison
William Lee Perusek, Jr.
Heidi Linda Schelling
Stuart Phillip Schneider
Vicki S Shaikewitz
Bruce Miles Strombach
*Laurel Shiramizu Teppert
William A Tuttle
Cecelia Urban
James Nicholas Valenti
Wayne Malcolm Voss
Wayne O Winney

December 23, 1981

E Glenn Miller

Jere Dominic Palazzolo

August 14, 1981

Michael James Burns

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

May 21, 1982

Paul Anthony Alfino
Michael Frank Arnall
William Dean Ashworth, Jr.
Robert Eugene Barnett
Steven George Becker
Debra Ann Beeson
John Walter Bellatti
Robert Granger Benson
Joseph Anthony Bermudez
Thomas Mayer Birkenmeier
William Howard Black
Melrose Ingle Blackett
Joel Arthur Bloch
Yolette Vanyce Brown
James Edward Burton
Kenneston Carr
Thomas Joseph Carroll, Jr.
Akemi Chu-Shih Chang
Ann Tien-Ling Chao
Alan M Cohen
Denise Cook

Lawrence Edward Cormier
William Francis Cosulich
Michael W Couch
Harry Randall Craig
Raymond Howard Curry
Andrew Jess Dannenberg
Eliot Jay Danziger
Paul Bennett Donzis
Eric DeWitt Duncan
Pamela Ann Dunkin
Patricia Lynn Eby
Wilfred J G Ellis
James Morris England
Robin Lee Eresman
Nicolette Horbach Erickson
Irwin Marc Feuerstein
Laura Josephine Fochtman
Rory Steven Gault
*Ronald Lyne Gibson, Jr.
David Joseph Goldmeier
Karen Larissa Goodlett
Daryl R Gress  
Robert Fleming Griffith, Jr.  
Nancy Lieb Gutiérrez  
Ralph Aaron Gutiérrez  
Gary David Halvorson  
James Nash Terrence Harten  
Caryn Grace Hasselbring  
George Howard Hays, Jr.  
Barbara Louise Hempstead  
Thomas Floyd Hitchcock  
Kaikwok Frederick Ho  
David Mark Hockenbery  
Barbra Adrian Horn  
Bryan Clifford Hoynak  
William G Hutchison  
Jose Francisco Jimenez  
Lorraine Alice Johnsrud  
Lynne Susan Kaminer  
Solomon Kamson  
*William Harrison Kane  
Stephen G Keim  
Suzanne Michelle Kerley  
Lou Ann Kiessling  
Douglas Joseph Killion  
Keith Ralph Kuhlengel  
*Russell M Lebovitz  
Brian Thomas Lew  
Jeanne Dahlen Lewis  
John Malin Lewis  
Christopher Morton Loar  
Mark John Manary  
Charles Stephen Marn  
Fallon Hudgins Maylack  
Mary Susan McLean  
Terence Lee Mealmian  
Patrick John Meehan  
Clifford Joseph Merlo  
Gary Warren Mermel  
Edward Allen Michelson  
Lisa A Mink  
Richard Bruce Mink  
Beverly Anne Logan Morrison  
John Speakman Munger  

Mary A Murphy  
Robert Earl Neihart  
John Hart Niemeyer  
Mary L Olsen  
Linda Marian Olson  
Paul Gerard Organ  
Denise Karin Pace  
Golden Pan  
James Vance Park  
Walter Russell Peters, Jr.  
Steven Ray Pollei  
Lilly Jean Randolph  
Daniel William Ray  
Fred D Reed  
Karen Hoxworth Rice  
Ross Henry Ronish  
Peter Jon Rosenbaum  
Tamzin Amadeus Rosenwasser  
Jeremy Bennett Rubin  
John Bryant Santmann  
*Marc Hudson Schieber  
Paul Miles Segal  
Fredrick C Shaw  
John E Sherman  
Stuart Sherman  
Ross Wyatt Simpson  
Jeffrey Stephen Stein  
Albert Kwok-Choy Szeto  
Lynne Patricia Taylor  
R J Tesi II  
Jeffrey Lee Thomasson  
Van Eric Thompson  
Robert Keith Thornquist  
Ronald Ross Townsend  
Susan Feldman Townsend  
Glenn Albert Tunng  
*Mark Charles Udey  
Janet Margaret Walker  
Mark Joseph Wanderman  
Marc Alan Weiner  
Dennis Ray Whaley  
Bonnie Marie Word  
Horatio Him-Tai Yeung

August 28, 1981

William Thomas Grant

July 17, 1981

Jeffrey W Karp
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PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD
In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community,
Paul Alan Bohlmann, John Robert Dacey, Jeffrey Howard Katz, Jean Christine Pappas,
Ellen Marie Pint, Lisa Ann Kaplan

W. ALFRED HAYES AWARD
In recognition of student-athletes who by personal example have provided
constructive leadership at Washington University,
Bari Lynn Golub, Gary Michael Lubin, Jonathan James Smidt

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship:
In Music, JoAnne Jensen
In Political Science, Chet DeFonso, Michael Legamano, Steven Weber
In Speech and Hearing, Lorraine Anne Delhorne, Janet Marie Solecki
F. Ward Denys Prize in English, Thomas Eric Luebke
Dramatics Club Prize, Patrick Kennedy Racey, Jr., Charles David Stephens
Todd Lewis Friedman Prize, Sylvia Grace Titgemeyer
Lyla Georgian Scholarship, Margo Helen Edwards
J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, Timothy Duane Andrews
Roger Conant Hatch Poetry Prize, John Vincent Schlosser
Honorable Mention: Anne Emilia McKnight, Paul Kenyon Cox

Arnold J. Lien Prize in Political Science, James David Leibson
Honorable Mention: Kaye Marie McIntyre
Norma Lowry Memorial Poetry Prize, Joanne Mackenzie
Honorable Mention: Sonja Lorene Launspach

Nussbaunm Scholar, Timothy John Olsen
Ernest L. Ohle Award in Earth Sciences, Henri Joseph Roca III

John M. Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Eric Martin Larson,
Ellen Marie Pint
Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize, Kevin Patrick Keating

Presser Scholar, Robert Carter Barefield
Putnam Exam Prize, Kevin Patrick Keating, Karl Frederick Narveson
John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry, Teresa Marie Breiner, Bernard R Foy
Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, Forbes Dennison Porter
W. A. Tarr Honorary Award in Earth Sciences, Henri Joseph Roca III

Jinx Walker Poetry Prize of the Academy of American Poets, Denise Pendleton
Honorable Mention: Leslie West Marshall, James Clark Anderson
Shirley McDonald Wallace Prize in History, Richard Elliott Rochman
Courtney Werner Memorial Prize in Earth Sciences, Robert Louis Woodley
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Certificate Honors

Candice Kramer Bergsneider
Patricia Stroud Bussinger
Charles Michael Duvall
Nancy Jane Gutman
Sally Beth King

Peter Klevorn
John A Lauth
Michael Gregory Rollins
Rosa Gahn Wright

Final Honors

Martha G Aronson
Pamela A Bateman
Donald Eugene Burdett
Patricia Stroud Bussinger
Robert Irby Clark
Patricia Ann Goodman Garrison
Jeffrey Gene Gray
Rachel Schneider Guller
Maryann Teresa Hanlon
Lois May Herman
Patricia Neeley Jenkins
Robert James Kettering

Theresa Jean Landgraf
Larisa Leybovich
Deborah Elizabeth Moore
Merlin Richardson
John Anthony Schultz
Jane Breckenridge Serber
Joseph Lyle Serber
Mary Ellen Shapiro
Judith Shoults Smith
Todd Alan Spence
Rosilee Ann Trotta
Frederick Bernard Wiecher, Jr.
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
(APPLIED TECHNOLOGY)

Final Honors

Gordon R Brown
Leo Emerson Butts
Michael Roy Chambers
Wayne Edward Grewe
Hoan Ngoc Nguyen

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
PRIZES AND AWARDS FOR GRADUATING STUDENTS 1981-82

Arthur Gary Beall
ASCE Local Section Award (1982)

Wendy Sue Berman
Civil Engineering Departmental Award For Most Outstanding Senior (1982)
CHIMES—Leadership Honorary For Junior (1981)
Civil Engineering Departmental Award For Most Outstanding Junior (1981)

Michael Charles Butler
Saint Louis Electrical Board Award (1982)

Craig Steven Chapel
The Frederick Pitzman Memorial Scholarship (1981)

John David DeHart
Computer Science Departmental Award For Professional Excellence (1982)

Lee Eric Edelmann
Civil Engineering Departmental Award For Outstanding Senior (1981)

David M Evers
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers Scholarship (1982)

Steven John Fischer
Hewlett Packard Calculator Award (1981)
NCR Corporation—Most Promising Electrical Engineering Junior student Award (1981)

Gary Richard Gaus
Erwin C Hoelscher Outstanding Senior Award (1982)

Micheal Walter Glass
Prize Solution In Chemical Engineering Educational Journal (1982)

Bari Lynn Golub
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award For Outstanding Senior (1982)
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award For Outstanding Junior (1981)
Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1980)
CHIMES—Leadership Honorary For Junior (1981)
Mark David Hammann
Dean's Award For Exceptional Academic Achievement (1982)
Systems Science And Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement (1981)
Chemical Engineering Departmental Award For Outstanding Achievement (1981)
Chemical Engineering Departmental Award For Outstanding Sophomore (1980)
Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1979)

Rashidul Haq
Allison Prize (1981)

Jim Dong-Jin Kang
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Saint Louis Chapter Meritorius Senior Award (1982)

Shing-Ip Kong
Dean's Award For Exceptional Academic Achievement (1982)
Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1981)

Eric Martin Larson
Systems Science And Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior (1981)
Allison Prize (1981)

Stephen H Leonhardt
Department Of Technology And Human Affairs Senior Award for Academic And Professional Achievement (1982)
Department of Technology And Human Affairs Junior Award for Academic And Professional Achievement (1981)
Civil Engineering Departmental Award For Outstanding Junior (1981)

Creon Levit
Award For Contribution To the ACM (1982)

Ronald Lester Mackey
James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation Student Engineering Design Competition—First Award In The Nation (1981)

Timothy Neal McQuade
Civil Engineering Departmental Award for Most Outstanding Senior (1982)

Connie Sue Miles
Phillips Petroleum Scholarship Award (1981)

James Arthur Nicola
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Saint Louis Chapter, Award For Most Outstanding Senior (1982)

Michael L Nobs
American Road And Transportation Builders Association Honor Student Program Contest (1981)

James Thomas O'Connor
First Place—IEEE Saint Louis Section Student Paper Contest Title: “Teletext Data Broadcasting” (1982)

Nathan Edward Schroeder
Special Award For Program Team Competition (1980, 1981, 1982)

Thomas Gerard Sherwood
Engineer’s Wives Scholarship Award (1981)

Douglas Lee Somers
American Institute Of Chemical Engineering Sophomore Scholarship Award (1981)
Chemical Engineering Departmental Award For Outstanding Junior (1981)
Hewlett Packard Calculator Award (1980)
Ruth Ellen Urban  
    Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence (1982)  
Joel Robert Wendt  
    Electrical Engineering Departmental Award For Outstanding Junior—Pfeiffer Scholarship (1981)  
    Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1980)  
Gregory P Wolk  
    The Harold D. Jolley Scholarship (1981)  

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE  
    Alpha Rho Chi Medal, Terry D Steelman  
    American Institute of Architects Medal, Zachary William Davis  
    Certificate of Merit, Mary Alice Gass  
    Association of Women in Architecture and Allied Arts Award, Sara H Castle  
    Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture, Eric Matthew Alch, Sara H Castle, Terry D Steelman, Zachary William Davis  
    Women’s Architectural League of the St. Louis Chapter, American Institute of Architects Award, Bruce Christian Prescott  

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION  
AND THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION  
    American Marketing Association of St. Louis Award, Wendy Susan Miller  
    Financial Executives Institute Award, Henry Philip Kerth  
    Hewlett-Packard Award, Jill Leslie Sugar  
    John Wayne Latchum Award, Elizabeth Craig Moore  
    Lindell Trust Company Prize in Banking and Finance, John William Kastelic  
    Isidor Loeb Prize in Leadership, Gary Michael Lubin, Wendy Susan Miller  
    Master of Business Administration Scholars Award, Mary Fulcher Geis, Patricia Webster Heffern, Joan Baker Paulowicz  
    Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants Award, Vicki Lynn Pickup  
    Tartanian Phillips Award, Terese Marie Eckelkamp  
    Wall Street Journal Award, Margaret Mary McLeod, Joan Baker Paulowicz  

High Honors  
    Terese Marie Eckelkamp  
    Henry Philip Kerth  
    Gary Michael Lubin  
    Vicki Lynn Pickup  
    Ronny Sendukas  
    Jill Leslie Sugar  

Honors  
    Scott Clark Erickson  
    Stuart Thomas Freeman  
    John William Kastelic  
    Jennifer Louise Kunza  
    Ross Alan MacIntyre  
    Margaret Mary McLeod  
    Michael William Meyers  
    Dean Alan Pichee  
    Erin Rochelle Rudebusch  
    Kay McReynolds Russell  
    Scott Lee Stolz  
    Eric Richard Wapnick  
    Arnold Harold Wuhrman  
    Rick Edward Zucker
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Marsha Hertzman Blasingame Award, Cynthia Susan Greig
Thomas R. Blow Scholarship Award, Mark Joseph Buckheit, Steward Darren Hartsfield
Belle Cramer Award in Printmaking, Mark Joseph Buckheit
Helen Faibish Memorial Scholarship Award, Gary N Cassidy
Hazel Goetsch Art Award, Peter Francis Watters
Mary Cowan Harford Prize Fund, Daniel Cole Seymour
Kellwood Foundation Scholarship Award in Fashion Design, Maria Kathryn Niznik
Alfred Landesman Drawing Award, Annette Marie Pundt
John T. Milliken Traveling Scholarship Award,
John T. Milliken Scholarship Award, Timothy Sean Cosby, Euripides P Kastaris, Pamela Jo Schmal, Peter Francis Watters
Tanasko Milovich Scholarship Award, Peter Francis Watters
Ruth Kelso Renfrow Art Club Scholarship Award, Jennifer Ellen Mendes.
Carolyn Janis Risque Award, Paul Francis Behnen
Julia Mary and Elizabeth Charlotte Secor Award, Thomas Martin Thrun
Irving L. Sroger Memorial Scholarship Award, Karen Sue Kidde
Washington University Chancellor's Scholarship, Amy Dee Usdin, Stewart Darren Hartsfield
Samuel Weitz Photography Award, Jessica Hines
Edmund Henry Wuerpel Award, Eric George Dinyer, Mark Joseph Buckheit
THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Alumni Association Prize, Carl S Nadler III
American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local Government Law Prize, Thomas Joseph Burnside
Judge Samuel M. Breckinridge Prize: First Prize, Lawrence Richard Goldberg
Second Prize, Louis Raymond Branz
The Breckinridge Scholarship Prize: First Prize, Carl S Nadler III
Second Prize, Nancy Arends Strehlow
Charles Wendell Carnahan Prize, Tracy Joan Van Steenburgh
Dan Carter-Earl Tedrow Memorial Award, Stephen Calhoun Jones
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award, Steven Lee Daniels, Scott Alan Wilson
The Jack Garden Humanitarian Award, Mark Joseph Ricciardi
Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize, Nancy Arends Strehlow
The Judge Myron D. Mills Administrative Law Prize, Mark Steven Packer
Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize, Nancy Arends Strehlow
Milton F. Napier Trial Award, John Henry Swoboda
The Order of Barristers, Bruce Lindley Bonds, Louis Raymond Branz, Robert Francis Dwornick, Lawrence Richard Goldberg, Robert Wayne Haeckel, Kathleen Ann McLeod, Stephen Charles Posner, Kevin Richard Tully, Jane Wesley Veach
Scribes, Richard Lane Schnake
The United States Law Week Award, Theodore Dennis Dearing
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Academy of General Dentistry Award, Joseph Frank Hagenbruch
Academy of Dentistry for the Handicapped Award, Paul Wesley Bryan
The Academy of Operative Dentistry Award, Raymond Harlan Gilbert III
Alpha Omega Award, Kent Joseph Baugh
American Academy of Dental Radiology Certificate, Kent Joseph Baugh
American Academy of Gold Foil Operators Certificate, Michael Rex Favero
American Academy of Oral Medicine Award, Robert Henry Thalgott
American Academy of Oral Pathology, Kent Joseph Baugh
American Academy of Periodontology Award, Joseph Frank Hagenbruch
American Association of Endodontists Certificate, Joseph Frank Hagenbruch
American Association of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons Award, Kent Joseph Baugh
American Association of Orthodontists Award, Robert Henry Thalgott
American College of Stomatologic Surgeons Award, Scott Steven Nagatani
American Dental Society of Anesthesiology, Daniel Donald Twillmann
American Society of Dentistry for Children Award, Sharon Ruth Carver,
Stephen Timothy Finger
Richard Bengel Acknowledgement Award for Periodontics, Randolph Allan Snyder
Richard Bengel Acknowledgement Award for Crown and Bridge, Kent Joseph Baugh,
Sharon Ruth Carver
Otto Brandhorst Leadership Award, Douglas Scott Mitchell
Anna Bredall Awards, Steven M Katz, Peter James Pirmann
National Board Awards, Highest Overall Average Part I—Richard Duane Talbot,
Frank Joseph Daniel, Jr.
National Board Awards, Highest Overall Average Part II—Robert Henry Thalgott
Highest Individual Score Part I—Richard Duane Talbot
Highest Individual Score Part II—Richard Duane Talbot
Delta Sigma Delta Award, Kent Joseph Baugh
Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Cash Award, Richard Duane Talbot
Dentsply International Merit Award, Sharon Ruth Carver
Pierre Fauchard Academy Award, Gilbert Roger Hart
Edward R. Hart Award, Mark Dunkerley Packard
Edgar S. Hill Memorial Award, Kent Joseph Baugh
J. D. White Award, Kent Joseph Baugh, Sharon Ruth Carver
International College of Dentists Award, Joseph Frank Hagenbruch
The C. V. Mosby Awards, Removable Prosthodontice—Lisa Anne Schnaadt
Surgery—Randolph Allan Snyder
Orthodontics—Richard Duane Talbot
Quintessence Awards, Clinical Achievement—Richard Duane Talbot
Academic Achievement—Kent Joseph Baugh
Bloch Drug Company Essay Contest Award—Michael Yusci Harada
Xi Psi Phi Anatomy Prize, Kent Joseph Baugh
Xi Psi Phi Scholarship Award, Robert Henry Thalgott
Washington University Dental Alumni Association Prize, Kent Joseph Baugh
Omicron Kappa Upsilon, Kent Joseph Baugh, Frank Joseph Daniel, Jr.,
Raymond Harlan Gilbert III, Caroline Alston Peterson, Randolph Allan Snyder,
Robert Joe Steelman, Richard Duane Talbot, Robert Henry Thalgott
THE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY PROGRAM
With Distinction

Nancy Christine Coyne
Carol A Knopp

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING
Final Honors

Judy G Meyer

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, David Mark Hockenbery
American Medical Women's Association Inc., Scholarship Achievement Citations,
Ann Tien-Ling Chao, Barbra Adrian Horn, Linda Marian Olson,
Karen Hoxworth Rice, Susan Feldman Townsend
Alexander Berg Prize in Microbiology and Immunology, Ronald Lyne Gibson, Jr.
Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award, Andrew Jess Dannenberg
Robert Carter Medical School Award, Paul Bennett Donzis
George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Susan Feldman Townsend
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, John Hart Niemeyer
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation/National Medical Fellowships Merit Award,
Paul Gerard Organ
John E. Kirk Scholastic Award, Barbra Adrian Horn
Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Award in Surgery, John Walter Bellatti
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurological Surgery,
Tanzin Amadeus Rosenwasser
Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology, Terence Lee Mealman
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, Barbra Adrian Horn
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, Susan Feldman Townsend
Merck Manual Awards, Akemi Chu-Shih Chang, Ann Tien-Ling Chao,
Raymond Howard Curry
Missouri State Medical Association Award, William Dean Ashworth, Jr.
Glenn Albert Tung
St. Louis Internist's Club Award, William Harrison Kane,
Barbara Louise Hempstead
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prize, Mark John Manary
Sandoz Award in Psychiatry, Lawrence Edward Cormier
Sidney I. Schwab Prize in Psychiatry, Solomon Kamson
John R. Smith Memorial Fund Award, Jeremy Bennett Rubin
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Nicolette Horbach Erickson
Upjohn Achievement Award, Andrew Jess Dannenberg
Samson F. Wernerman Prize in Surgery, Suzanne Michelle Kerley
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology, Jeremy Bennett Rubin
James Henry Yalem Prize in Dermatology, Tanzin Amadeus Rosenwasser
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiates: John Walter Bellatti, Ann Tien-Ling Chao,
Andrew Jess Dannenberg, Eric DeWitt Duncan, Ronald Lyne Gibson, Jr.,
Barbara Louise Hempstead, David Mark Hockenbery, Barbara Adrian Horn,
Stephen G Keim, Keith Ralph Kuhlengel, Fallon Hudgins Maylack,
Richard Bruce Mink, Linda Marian Olson, Walter Russell Peters, Jr.,
Daniel William Ray, Karen Hoxworth Rice, Ross Henry Ronish,
Albert Kwok-Choy Szeto, Ronald Ross Townsend, Susan Feldman Townsend,
Glenn Albert Tung, Mark Charles Udey, Horatio Him-Tai Yeung
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COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by Lieutenant Colonel Robert W. Browning, M.Ed., United States Army, Professor of Military Science

UNITED STATES ARMY
Issued by the Secretary of the Army

SECOND LIEUTENANT, REGULAR ARMY

John Mark Atkins*
John Douglas Davis*
Matthew Gerard Franz
Kathleen Darnauer Pickerall
Jonathan James Smidt*
Paul Gerald Weaver*

SECOND LIEUTENANT, ARMY RESERVE

Robert Lovell Dean
Robert Edward Suter

The following candidates will be commissioned by Colonel David L. Donley, Ph.D., United States Air Force, Professor of Air Force Aerospace Studies.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force

SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE RESERVE

Brian Harold Mayhew
Craig E McKown
Kay M Russell**
Allen Jerome Weggemann

*Distinguished Military Graduate (Army)
**Distinguished Graduate (Air Force)

Army and Air Force commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Graham Chapel at 2:00 P.M., May 21, 1982. The public is invited.
Presentations Receptions

Immediately following the Commencement exercises, the deans of the various divisions will be holding a series of receptions where the diplomas will be individually distributed. Brunch will be available for members of the graduating class, their families and friends.

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The area on the north side of Graham Chapel—
in the event of rain, the Checkerdome Lobby

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The Women’s Building—in the event of rain,
the Checkerdome—(Promenade level—Gate 5)

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Southeast Terrace of Brooking’s Hall—
in the event of rain, the Checkerdome—
(Promenade level—Gate 126)

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
The Millstone Plaza between Bryan Hall and George F. McMillen Laboratory—in the event of rain, the Checkerdome—
(Promenade level—Gate 117)

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Givens Hall—in the event of rain,
the Checkerdome—(Promenade level—Gate 125)

THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Edison Theatre and the Bowles Plaza in Mallinckrodt Center—
in the event of rain, the Checkerdome—(Promenade level—Gate 118)

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
Steinberg Auditorium—in the event of rain,
the Checkerdome—(Promenade level—Gate 125)

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Brown Auditorium and Brown Lounge—in the event of rain,
the Checkerdome—(Promenade level—Gate 6)

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Graham Chapel and the Seeley G. Mudd Informal Lounge

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
Stouffer’s Riverfront Towers

THE PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Lounge in Umrath Hall

THE PROGRAM IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
Breckenridge Inn at Frontenac
1335 South Lindbergh—St. Louis

THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING PROGRAM
Program classrooms and Lounge, a small ceremony will also be held
in Cori Auditorium on the Medical School Campus

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel
THE ALMA MATER

Dear Alma Mater, Thy name is sweet to me.
Those days of youth which All of us spent with thee

Our hearts are all for thee Fair Washington.
Form a dear history, Fair Washington.

Thy halls shall honored be Through-out this great country
Could they renewed be, We'd live our days with thee

For all eternity, Our Washington.
For all eternity, Our Washington.